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ABSTRACT 
A mathematical model is prsented in which we can understand 
and discuss the behaviour of concurrent computing agents such as 
interconnecting hardware modules, operating system components and 
parallel programs. It is shown that it is natural to represent 
computing agents in a tevaluepassing?  framework rather than by 
using a global store. A computing agent will be modelled by a 
process which is the set of communication capabilities which it 
can make with some external environment. Operations on processes 
including those involving synchronised communication are described.. 
These reflect the way in which composite agents are constructed from 
their intercommunicating sub—agents. 
Examples of how processes may be used to model both hardware 
and software computing agents are given. Proof techniques involving 
computation induction which allows us to reason about processes and 
the agents they represent in a concise manner are also given, together 
with a uniform method of modelling the scheduling of a number of 
computing agents. Two scheduling techniques involving this method 
are presented and they are shown to be equivalent. This result is 
used in a final example where we use the process model to produce two 
equivalent denotational semantics for a concurrent programming language 
involving path- expressions. 	 - 
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CHAPTER 0 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in hardware technology, resulting in a reduction 
in the cost of processors, suggest that systems of computing agents 
containing many processors linked together will become commonplace 
in the future. It is therefore desirable that computation among 
these intercommunicating agents be fully understood and allowed 
to influence the design of computer systems and concurrent 
programming languages. In this dissertation a mathematical model 
is presented in which we reason about concurrency independent of 
implementation constraints and the quantitative considerations 
such as efficiency which implementation demands. 
0.1 Aims of the work 
The work reported in this dissertation endeavours to produce a 
mathematical model of concurrent computation based on the notion of 
communication and to justify this model in an empirical manner. The 
model is required to encapsulate the fundamental concepts of 
concurrency in such a way that we may comprehend the beñaviour 
Of concurrent computation, and reason formally about it. We 
also desire to use an algebraic approach when modelling computing 
agents; the behaviour of composite agents should be represented by 
the composition of those objects which represent the subagents. If 
we restrict our attention to a minimal set of composition operations 
we may then aim to model large systems of communicating computing 
agents whose behaviour is not at all obvious (due to concurrency) 
by modelling their less complicated and hence better understood 
cmponents. The operations must also be capable of constructing 
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a model for the whole system of agents in a well—defined, intuitive 
manner, reflecting the way in which such systems are built; by 
connecting their components. This approach utilises the semantic 
concepts of Scott and Strachey [Sco 2] by modelling a computing 
agent by an abstract object; its meaning. We call such an object 
a process, which is similar in many ways to a function. The 
meaning of a system or net of agents is also a process and will be 
the homomorphic image of the net, where the homomorphism is from 
an algebra of nets to an algebra of processes both of which belong 
to a certain category, the category of flow algebras. 
This aim of the model will enable us to - relate/real computing 
agent with a mathematical object, similar in degree of abstraction 
to a function, which expresses its behaviour. We wis'h our model to 
be equally applicable to both hardware and software agents since we 
require to model that behaviour visible to the "outside world" and 
not the intensional details of how the behaviour was arrived at. 
Whether an agent is implement/by hardware, software or some 
combination of both we may wish to model it at varying levels of 
detail. Our model should satisfy this requirement. It should 
also be capable of being used as a specification language in which 
the desired behaviour of agents to be implemented may be described.' 
This is particularly important for complex hardware agents since we 
may then be able to model the implemented agent and construct a proof 
that the implementation satisfies its design. Our process algebra - 
will also be a semantic domain in which the meaning of programming 
languages involving concurrency can be represented. Hence existing 
language features for concurrency should be suitably modelled in 
our framework, but we should point out that the design of language 
features for concurrency is not an aim of this work although the 
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detailed study of concurrency should influence such design. 
Our model will be designed so that certain characteristics 
of concurrency, such as deadlock and scheduling, will be dealt with 
in a straightforward, intuitive fashion capturing the underlying 
notions of such features. For example, existing language constructs 
for dealing with scheduling such as semaphores (Dijkstra[Dij ifl, 
conditional critical regions (Hoare [Hoa 2]), monitors (Brinch 
Hansen [Bri i]), and path expressions (Campbell and. Habermann 
[Cain]) should all be modelled as instances of some general scheduling 
technique. Another requirement of the model is that we should be able 
to use it to reason about computing agents without extra entities such 
as the assertions used in the proof techniques for serial algorithms 
used. by Floyd fF10] and Hoare [i-ioaij . We aim to carry out such 
reasoning on agents in terms only of their meanings, which are 
processes in our model. Proof techniques will also be required 
to allow us to reason lucidly and concisely about our computing 
agents. This will utilise the work of Scott L Sco 13 on induction 
for recursive functions suitably extended to cater for concurrency. 
PBackground 
The. concept of process as given by Bekic [ Bek] and Milner 
[Mil 31 was the starting point in the development of our model. 
Our processes are thus considered to be objects with input and 
output properties while concurrency is represented by the non—
determinate interleaving of concurrent execution sequences. 
Non—determinism arises in parallelism since the relative speed 
of concurrent computing agents is left unspecified in our model; 
indeed we do not attempt to mode]. "real" time but rather the sequence 
in which computation takes place. Rather than using an external 
object such as Miler's oracle [Mil 33 to arbitrate among possible 
execution sequences we require the meaning of concurrent computation 
to be a set of all possible interleavings of component execution 
sequences. We use the work of Scott Sco i] on continuous functions 
and its extension to non—determinism by the powerdomain constructions 
of Plotkin f Plo iJ and Smyth [Smy]. These constructions allow us to 
define processes as sets of communication capabilities, thus taking 
communication as the primitive notion of our model. Communication 
between two computing agents is then modelled by combining two 
processes (to produce a new process) using an operator which 
encapsulates the notion of synchronised communication between agents 
as well as non—deterministic interleaving. We take the position that 
communication between two processes occurs only when both processes 
request it. This approach is due to Milner and differs from that of 
Kahn fKah 11 for instance, where a buffer exists on each communication 
line removing "timing" constraints and the need for processes to be 
synchronised. 
Processes and the minimal set of operators on them are shown 
in this dissertation to form an algebra; a Flow Algebra, Following 
the work of Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner and Wright [God] on initial 
algebra semantics we define a Flow Algebra of Nets (similar to 
systems of agents where we indicate only where and not how 
communication takes place) which is shown by Milner [Mil 41 to 
be initial in a category of Flow Algebras; hence our Flow Algebra 
of Processes is one possible semantics (via a homomorphism of flow 
algebras) for the syntactic net algebra. The algebra of processes 
thus gives meaning to computation among communicating agents. 
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The notation used to denote processes is in part due to 
Plotkin [ Plo 1] while the powerciomain construction we actually use 
is that of Smyth [Smyl , which is a development of Plotkin' s work 
on powerdomains, slightly extended by Milner [Mn 11. Previous work 
associated or related to that reported in this dissertation is mentioned 
in the following section. 
0.3 Existing models of concurrent comutation 
A number of existing models of concurrent computation are 
mentioned here to indicate the present state of the art. 
Petri Nets and Control Nets [Yoe] are models used to capture 
the synchronisation and flow of control properties of systems of 
computing agents which involve some degree of concurrency. A Petri 
Net consists of place and transition nodes joined alternately by 
directed arcs (which is known as a bipartite Petri Graph) together 
with a marking of place nodes. Place nodes represent conditions of 
the system which either do or do not hold, while transition nodes 
correspond to possible changes of conditions; that is, changes in 
the state of the system. The marking of places, via a function m: 
places-4 10, 11 for Boolean Petri Nets or m: places—N for Integer 
Petri Nets, indicates those conditions which hold. A given marking 
of the net evolves into another marking by using firing conventions 
which together with the markings interpret, or give meaning to, the 
graph. 
Control Nets are similar to Petri Nets but contain linkage places 
where subnete can be attached to one:another to form composite control 
nets. Basic control nets may be used to represent agents in a 
concurrently computing system while the joining together of such 
nets represents the construction of the system. Places are here 
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as a function from a tuple of input values to a tupie of output 
values, but restricts those features of concurrency which can be 
modelled. Two systems of computing agents will then be equivalent 
if their schema determine the same function. The behaviour of a 
system as execution progresses is modelled by a sequence of 
snapshots where each snapshot shows the flow graph with certain 
boolean and data values placed on arcs. The decision nodes fire 
in the same way as marked places in a Petri Net, and cause the 
evolution of snapshots. As.with Control Nets we can construct 
Flow Graphs, representing the semantics of a concurrent program 
say, by composing sub—Flow Graphs which model parts of the program. 
But no combinator is defined for composition of nets in either the 
Control Net or the Data Flow Schema model; this lack of an algebraic 
approach in constructing a rnocl&l results in the model not reflecting 
how systems of agents are constructed, Our process model does reflect 
the way in which systems are built. Another failing of the Data Flow 
model is that we are limited in how we may use it to reason about 
parallel computation; only deterministic computation may be considered. 
A model of computation which has some similarity to our process 
model is the actor model of Hewitt [Hew], The behaviour of a 
computing agent may be modelled by an activator, which is a set of 
events totally ordered with respect to their occurrence. The 
behaviour of a system of agents is then given by a partially 
ordered set of all events belonging to component activators. 
An event is the passing of a message actor to a target actor. 
Actors are rather vague objects but a target actor may be thought 
of as a LISP procedure while the message actor is some sort of value. 
A continuation, similar to that used in denotational semantics by 
adsworth [ Sti],. may be part of the message actor. This can be 
used by the target actor as a message destination to which the 
"result" of the event may be passed as a message, or it may be 
ignored and the target may transmit messages to some other actor 
which it favours. The behaviour of a system of actors is described 
by a set or sets of partially ordered events, called histories. A 
system of computing agents is then modelled by the behaviour of some 
W 
system of actors. 
In [Gre 2] Gréf uses the actor model to specify the semantics 
of programs involving concurrency. The synchronisation properties of 
parallel programs are modelled by using partial orders to explicitly 
state the occurrence of events. Parallelism is handled by the non—
deterministic interleaving of concurrent operations. Thus a number 
of histories may be needed to define the semantics of a concuTrent 
program; one history for each interleaving. Properties of particular 
.actors may be specified by axioms, and these must be satisfied by 
. histories containing events involving those actors. Axioms such 
as these together with synchronisation invariants may be used to 
prove that concurrent programs, or systems of agents, satisfy various 
required synchronisation properties. These invariants are shown to 
hold over the partial orders of all the histories used to specify 
the meaning of the program, or the behaviour of the system. The 
actor model resembles the process model in that communication is 
primitive and computing agents such as registers may be modelled 
by the actions they can take; input and output of values. When 
using the actor model to reason about computation, proofs are carried 
out on properties of objects in the model rather than on these objects 
themselves. The actor model suffers from not being defined mathematically 
and in that too many primitive concepts such as actors, events, 
activators etc., are needed by it. The result is a rather imprecise 
model lacking the conceptual simplicity which makes a model well 
understood and easily usable. 
A number of approaches have been made in the production of 
suitable semantics for programming languages which involve some 
degree of concurrency. Those of Dennis and Greif as mentioned 
above are just two, but others exist. 
Kahn [Kah i] models concurrent computationby using buffers and 
he restricts his attention to strictly determinate programs. Buffers 
being determinate in behaviour preserve this property. The semantics 
of such a program is given by a function from the history of input 
communication lines to the history of output communication lines. 
The history of a communication line is the possibly infinite traffic 
of information of the same type witnessed by an observer on the line. 
This approach is similar in some respects to our model (and that of 
R. Mime which is mentioned below) since abstractions (i.e. functions) 
are discussed in proofs, unlike the axiomatic approach where.' 
such as invariants are used. In Kahn and. MacQueen [Kah2] a language 
for creating networks of processes, and the channels which interconnect 
them, is produced using the notions of Kahn's model. No synchronisation 
before communication is necessary since buffers are used, and waiting 
may occur on empty buffers. The syntax of the language restricts 
programs to being determinate, hence it is irrelevant whether they 
are implemented on many or single processor machines. 
In [Mu 2] R. Mime mentions how denotational semantics-in the 
- style of Scott and Strachey tSco 21 may he extended to programs 
involving parallelism. 
In such programs execution of one portion of the program may be 
interleaved with the execution of another portion at the end of any 
of the "indivisible" operations. These operations are not displayed 
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in the syntax of the language but will be apparent in their semantics. 
At any point in the body of a semantic equation there is a continuation. 
When execution passes from one of the concurrent operations to another 
the continuation corresponding to the original operation must be 
preserved since control will return to it, and the continuation of 
the other takes over. The flow of control is determined by a 
"roster" (similar to Milner's oracle [Mil 3]) which is interrogated 
by .a function at the end of each indivisible operation to determine 
which continuation is to be considered next. This yields the.next 
indivisible operation, so allowing this scheduling function to be 
invoked again for a further continuation and so on. Proof techniques 
involving denotational semantics which were developed for sequential 
programs apply equally well to this treatment of parallel programs. 
A criticism of this approach is that rosters are rather concrete 
objects external to the program, which impose determinism onto 
something which may be inherently non—deterministic. This criticism 
also applied to Milner's oracle approach [Mil 31. 
Owicki and Ones [Owi 21 provide an axiomatic semantics in the 
parallel 
style of Hoare [Hoa i] for,4prograrnming languages containing conditional 
critical regions together with axiomatic techniques for proving certain 
properties of these programs, such as partial correctness, termination 
anddeadlock. In [Owi 1] Owicki extends this treatment to programs 
involving monitors. These techniques involve auxilliary variables 
being added to parallel programs to enable correctness to be proved, 
and this requirement for added entities is a general criticism one 
may make of axiomatic proof techniques. In our process model 
correctness proofs are constructed 	 processes (the 
meaning of computing agents) which themselves enter into the proofs. 
The axiomatic approach as used by Owicki, Greif and in the Petri 
Net model relies on extra mathematical objects such as assertions, 
inference rules, invariants, and event histories entering into 
proofs. Such models therefore differ fundamentally from ours. 
Recent language proposals by Hoare [Hoa 33, Wirth [Wir i} 
and Brinch Hansen [Bri 23 provide a means by which concurrent 
computation may be expressed in a uniform, well-defined way. 
This compares favourably with previous attempts at producing 
languages for concurrency which usually involved ad hoc extensions 
of existing serial languages; a parallel command along with language 
features (such as monitors) to synchronise access to shared data 
structures was all that was provided. The work of Hoare [Hoa 33 
in particular contains close parallels with our model; he treats 
communication among concurrent computations as the basic notion 
of his language,\ tk',.& joinput and output. This reliance 
on communication rather than assignment to a global memory is a 
main feature of our model. It seems to reflect much more naturally 
(than a global store) the behaviour which takes place among a 
system of communicating agents which compute in parallel. 
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consist of a number of components which compute concurrently and 
which communicate among themselves and an external environment - 
the"outside world". 
Such an agent is the DEC card reader described in[Dig] 
which consists of four distinct, intercommunicating units: a 
status register, .a data buffer register, the actual reading 
mechanism and the card reader driver. The first three components 
are hardware whilst the latter, which controls the action of the 
hardware by interrogation of the status register, can be thought 
of as a program. 






— + UP  
status— 









1- 	driver upi 4- 
ask k+ 	 + 
+- -- nQ.  
up2 ans 
FIGURE 1.1 
The specification of the card reader and the detailed 
interpretation of a net need not concern us here; the card reader 
will be met again in the next chapter djc. Milner describes an 
algebra of nets in'[Mil 4. 
This net is constructed from four nodes, each of which corresponds 
to one of the distinct units in our card. reader. Each node contains 
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pictured by: 	 / 
' register I 
in 	 out 
FIGURE 1.2 
and modelled by a process reg which contains two communication, 
capabilities; an input one and an output one. 
We require that both capabilities have equal opportunity to 
communicate with the "outside world". Hence reg will be defined to 
be the set containing the input and output capabilities. We therefore 
consider the behaviour of a register as being non—deterministic since 
a register may behave in one of two ways which is not determined by 
itself but by its environment. 
Supposing that the process reg is a member of the domain ,P 
(where a domain will be defined later but may be thought of as a 
set) then P '(D), where(D) is the powerdomain of D and denotes 
a certain subset of the powerset of D. 
As mentioned above; the input and output capabilities of reg 
communicate with the environment on distinct lines. Thus the 
cabiiity domain D may be defined by D = 1+0 where I and 0 are 
domains and. + is the disjoint sum. What are I and 0, the domains 
containing the input and output capabilities respectively for reg? 
Once a register has carried out an input communication we 
will require it to be identical to the original register except 
that it will have an amended memory, which now holds the input 
value. If an output communication has taken place, the register 
should be identical to that before communication. This suggests 
that 
I=V-3P and 0=VxP 
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where V is some domain of values, e. N if we have an integer register. 
But an arbitrary agent whose behaviour we wish to model may contain 
more than one input line and more than one output line, with the values 
input and output on these lines belonging to different value domains. 
Take for example the agent readerdevice pictured in Figure 1.1. If 
we assume that the sign of aport, either - or +, indicates that 
the port is to be used to input or output values respectively, 
then readerdevice has three input ports and two output ports, 
labelled as in Figure 1.1, 
The sort of a process is defined to be the set of labels which 
name the ports of its corresponding node. This set is used to index 
the members of .the process; that is we label each capability by some 
member of its sort. This label then indicates on which line the 
capability wishes to communicate. 
The process which models readerdevice will then be in some 
domain 
FL 	= •(D L) 	Q)QLV 
where DL  consists of five summands, one for each input and output port 
of readerdevice. 
To aid writing domain equations and to make proofs involving 
processes clearer (Chapter 4) we adopt the convention of writing 
each summand of domain P 	as 	p) where this summand 
corresponds to the port labelled byo. The summands which 
correspond to an input port o. will have U = 1, where 1 = {o} is 
a constant domain, and the summand which corresponds to the 
output port p will have V = 1. 
The domain name in a domain equation can then be subscripted 
by a sort, and as each summand in this equation corresponds to one 
17 - 
member of the sort, we can define our process domain as. 
= 61(2 (uAx(vA_>PL))) 
AEL 
1.2 Definitions 
A domain B will be anGalgebraiccomPlete partial order ccpo). 
For B to be a cpo then there is a partial, order over D such that 
(a) D has a mimimum elementi.. and (be each directed set XD.has a 
o 	oLa 	 b 	 b. 
least upper bound Club) [J'XED,h F4 thipo D to be, —algebraic we 
require that (c) the set of finite elements of D is countable and 
(d.) every element of D is the lub of a directed set of finite elements 
of D. An element ,e is finite if for all directed X SD, eLJX 
The Cartesian product of two domains is a domain while for 
any denumerable indexing set L and any family tD,14LI of domains, 
the indexed sum S = Z- BA of the family is also a domain, where 
A L 
S = 	<A,d> JAaL, dc-D,  u 	in which s a s' iff 5 = £D or s = 
st 	<),oi> and dad', 	\,d.>-S shall be written as A:d to aid 
legibility. Our indexing sets will be sorts, in the following sense: 
If 	is a denumerable alphabet of names, with 1 the denumerable 
alphabet of/~
' 
, names which are disjoint from and in bijec-tion with 
it such that 	Z)—e); the set of labels isA=Zu. Any finite 
subset of A is a sort. 
Given this definition of label we let: 
() 	 ..., range over 
range over 
range overi\. , while 
and 7 will be complementary labels, 
) is the complement of A 
 
(vii). the sign of label A is sign = + if XZ and sign X = - if 
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(viii) the name of a label is given by named = name 
For any pair D, E of domains, the function domain D--),E is the 
set of continuous functions from D to E under the ordering 
ff' 44VdD. fdf'd. 
A function f from D to E is continuous if, for every directed subset 
X of D, '. f(x)\xeX is directed in E and equal to f(LJx). 
The powerdornain (D) 'for any domain D is also a domain, and 
is the set of certain subsets of the powerset of B under an 
ordering which will be defined in Chapter 3. 
The domain P of processes of sort L (where Lc.A)  is defined 
as the minimal solution of the isomorphism 
P 	 (uAx (VA  3 
such that the function proc: 	which is defined as the least 
solution of 
proc (p) 	(proc)(p) =A :<u,  proc o f): <u, f>E 
is the identity function over 	The notation used here will be 
explained later but § B can just be taken as the usual set 
forming brackets. 
A pair of domains-Ux, VA are assigned to each label )L. This 
assignment is such that U 	V and U = 
That such solutions exist for isomorphisms not involving P is 
due to Scott [Sco i],  and for those containing P is due to both 
Plotkin [Plo iJ and Smyth [Smy]. 
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1.3 	Processes 
- 4s 
Suppose p/%L is some member of domain P then A :(u,f> will be 
a typical member of p, where AL, UGUA and 
This capability can then indulge in an exchange of values with 
another capability belonging to some other process. uQUA  is exchanged 
for some VF-V,. This is communication along the A line. 
Capabilities may be considered to be either input capabilities 
or output capabilities corresponding to the summands in which they 
belong. If A:<u,f> is an input capability then UX = 1 (where 
1 = o3, a "constant" domain) and A:<u, f>  will be written as 
A:<o,f>. If A:<u,f> is an output capability then VA = 1 and. ;  
P,/we may write A:<u,f> asA:<u,Kp'>. 
K = )x.)y.x is the constant combinator 	pvap 
When both 1J = VA = 1 then the communication which may take 
place along the A communication line will be pure synchronisation, 
and no significant value exchange takes place. Capabilities labelled 
by such a A will be known as synchronisers. 
This notation for writing capabilities allows us to write 
processes. Considering the register example above we may define 
the process reg: tin, out by: 
reg = in : < o,Az.register z>W where 
register : 7 --)P 
[in,out3 
 is defined recursively by 
register z = in, : <o,Az.register z>, out :<z,K(register z)> 
This example will be mentioned. in more detail in the following 
chapter. 
j 	Communication between processes 
In the above we used the concept of a net to represent computing 
agents. The net in Figure 1.1 does not say how the components of a 
card reader communicate but only indicates where possible communication 
- 
may take place. This net then indicates the sort of the process 
which models the card reader. 
Suppose 0:<u,f>€p where pc=P L' 	
then ac-L. We may write 
as p:L and 	ambiguously represent the domain by the sort of those 
processes in it. 
Since process p is a set, p may use this capability o:<u, f> 
to communicate with some other process q, or it may use other 
capabilities to communicate with q, or it may not communicate with q. 
If this capability is used by p when it communicates with q then we 
can think of value uetJbeing emitted by p and sent to q in exchange 
for some v 1T0 being received from q. 
Process p will now 	transform,:-',itself into renewal fv, 
which is itself a process, and can continue to communicate. 
Communication between two processes is defined as taking place 
between pairs of capabilities belonging to the two processes. The 
capability .u,f>Gp will communicate with the capability :<v,g>€q. 
The label and its complement 	indicate the ability of members 
of processes p and q to communicate. If p:L and q:M then 
(Lni)u(L-M) if a communication on the c line is to take place, 
but communication will not actually take place unless both p and 
q contain capabilities as above. Communication is then the 
synchronised exchange of values between two processes. 
If L = 	and M = 	then p and q may be pictured by 
the nodes 
and 
FIGURE 1. 3 
The process which,( 	 p and q communicating will be 
pictured by 
FIGURE 1.4 
where two ports are joined by an arc when they have complementary 
labels. This are is .a communication line between p and q named by c 
Figure 1.4 pictures the process p)q which is of sort 
and I is our communication combinator between processes. 
The combinator should let members of p and members of q 
communicate with each other in all possible ways such that a 
capability from p. and a capability from q have complementary labels. 
Should p and q not contain any such members then no communication will 
take place. As we handle parallelism by non-determinism all 
capabilities of p and q should be interleaved in all possible ways. 
This leads to the following definition for: ILIMPLxPM_ PLUM; 
which is usually written as J:LxN- LuM: 
pq 	= 	3IX:Ku,Av.(fvq)> AL, X:,f>p 
AGM, X<x,gq 
U(fxu)\ Xc= LA. XM9 
): <u,f>€p, 
A:<x,g>q 
The first two clauses in thisdefinition give pq the 
communication capabilities of both p and q, but with the renewal 
of pq (rather than the renewal of p or q), which is formed from the 
renewal of one of the processes and the other process itself using 
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I recursively. These two clauses of pq  model concurrency between 
the computing agents modelled by processes p and q0 They include 
those interleavings where p (or q) excludes all communications of 
q (or p). This cornbinator is therefore not "fair". 
The third clause takes pairs of members of p and q in all 
possible ways such that the members have complemented labels. 
The capabilities produced by this clause also contribute to the 
set of capabilities of pq. This clause models the communication 
between those agents modelled by processes p and q, 
at 
The combinator I will be shown to be both commut/ive and 
associative in Chapter 5. 
Other Process orators 
We may wish to restrict the capability of a process to 
communicate along a certain line. We therefore require an - 
operator defined on a given name which removes from a process 
and its renewals capabilities labelled by this name and its 
complement. We have for any name o the unary operation: 
\o< : L--o,cdefined by 
p\ 	= A:<u, AV. (fv\o)> 1AfiO,, A :<u,f>p 
For our processes p and q of Figure 1.3, p\ will be 
pictureclby:  
FIGURE 1.5 
; while (plq)\,:4 will be pictured by 
°swe.XOetfl 0ml 2ulmolloj 
otfl. jo s;ood eu 	qut aaijTGDoT 'xi-puadds eqq. UT peAoXd sT 
weJoeT. sit 	 e.re 	jo suoTTuç;ep OMT eseij, 
	
'd9<J'n>:V 	'''V 	xj) 
d?<;mn>:y&wrI—rI1 K(b A;) A('n>:X 	= b 11 ci 
cc c-[oeJip peirçjep eq 	w 
11 
'JCj@ATTeUa0q.TV 
U)0 U)O ••o 4 T) T 
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Theorem 1.5.2 (Commutivity) 
/ 
p 11 q 	= qlSp 
Theorem 1jAssociativity) 
for p:L, q:M, r:N where (LAMJ)Li(LnN)u('fiiMI%N) = ,0 
p1(q1Ir) = (p)Jq)Ijr 
The restriction on the sorts of processes p, q and r in theorem 1.5.3 
is seen to be necessary if we consider the nets of a counter example. 
Suppose that L = 	, M 	and N 	 then 
LtMaN 	o<3 , The net corresponding to p 1 (q r) will look like: 
FIGURE 1.7 
while the net corresponding to (p \ q) 11 r will look like: 
FIGURE 1.8 
These two nets are distinct, thus p II (q r) 34 (p q) r for the 
sorts given above. 
This form of communication appears to be appropriate when 
modelling some computing systems0 p q may equal 0 and this in 
some- sense corresponds to system deadlock and will be- mentioned 
in Chapter 6. 
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PROCESSES AS MODELS OF COMPUTING AGENTS 
Processes, together with the operations 1, 11 and \ , model 
the concurrency and communication met in systems of computing agents. 
These agents may be hardware agents, software agents or some 
combination of both, but no distinction is made when producing 
processes to model these agents. This is because we model the 
behaviour of agents, and the behaviour of any agent should be 
independent of its implementation. 
Since processes can model hardware agents, we can use 
processes to specify the desired behaviour of hardware. Some 
actual hardware may also be described by a process and if these 
processes are equal then we have that this hardware is consistent 
with the specification. Generally, agents will be considered 
equivalent if they have identical processes modelling them. 
In this chapter we model certain well understood computing 
concepts, such as memory, as well as some hardware, a card reader. 
2,1 Registers and. memories 
We have defined a register process reg iV the previous 
chapter. Let us redefine this slightly by changing its sort, and 
letting its name be indexed by an integer constant. 
reg 	: 	 is defined by 
reg 	= 	.:<o,Az. register 
where 	 is defined by 
register1Z = 	1:<o,Xy.regiStery, .:z,K(register1z)> 
U. = V. = 1 and. TJ 	 Z. If Z equals the flat cpo of 
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integers then we have an integer register, similarly for real values. 
The process reg. is defined in terms of the function register 
which is parame-terised on a local memory of the same type as the 
register itself, and which is used to hold. its "contents". 
We may assume that the first action a register may perform 
is to input a value to initialise itself. This is modelled, by 
reg1 which only has one input capability. 
Once a register contains some value we assume that it can 
either output this value or input another. This is modelled by 
the process registrz, for the value z being held in our local 
memory. 
The process reg. is indexed by an integer constant i to 
enable the labels of its capabilities to be similarly indexed. 
The reason for this is that we wish to consider memories as 
consisting of a number of registers. We will then model the 
memory by modelling the registers and then combining them 
by using . Each register process will be required to have a 
distinct input and output line. 
Given register processes reg, jin, we can construct a 
memory process of n registers using the I combinator. As the 
sorts L and M of any pair of these processes are such that 
L.M = , then by the definitions of I and 11 we have that 
(reg.reg) = (reIfre) for li,jn. 
Hence our memory process inn may be defined by: 
M :M = 	reg lin 	= llreg lin' 
where M 	tJR, 1in1 	and II. = 
and I and g are defined as follows: 
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Definition 
= 	Pa J p a+ll 
L000 lb-llb 
for integers a, b, 
laib' 	= 	a Ila+l (1 	 Jfrb-1 I11D 
for integers a, b0 
If p:L is a process which wishes to access some or all of the 
registers which constitute m then LM 
If we wish this memory to be local to p and inaccessible to 
any other process then we construct 
(pjMn) \M, 
where \M abbreviates \c\' . .,. 
If L = L'uM then n 
(p1m) \M = ph 
By use of this abbreviated removal combinator\M we can explicitly 
control whether memory is to be local to a process (or processes), 
or global to any number of processes. If M is to be global then 
we just construct 
m no 
We may also treat part of m as local memory and part as global 
memory. 
If N = 	 then 
(pm)\N11  is such that 
mm 	m 	where 
n local global 
m = I reg I IEKS and local c 	 and 
global = 	 - local. 
Memories holding values other than integers can be constructed 
analogously, and. so also for composite memories, 
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We can see from this example that we have a large amount of 
flexibility when modelling memory due to the properties of our 
process model. We can also see that we do not model agents in 
terms of a global memory but should we wish to model amemory 
it is treated as any other agent and modelled, by a process. 
2.2 Other data structures .. -queues and stacks 
As with a register, a non-empty queue can be considered 
to have non-deterministic behaviour; that of sending and 
receiving values. The processes which model queues and stacks 
will utilise auxiliary memory (such as the process registerz 
does with a single element z). 
An integer queue process uses 	a set of finite sequences 
of integers, as its auxiliary store for which we assume that the 
following functions are strict: 
Z*xZ_Z* ; addition of a new element to the 
right-hand end of a sequence 
zxz*_z* ; as above, but adds to the left-hand 
end. 
where Z is the flat cpo of integers. 
An initially empty queue process (which may become arbitrarly 
large) which receive elements on its L'( line and sends elements on 
its 	line is defined as follows: 
q. ():F 	where q 	: Z 
is defined by 
/ ic\ 
z q. 	z)'> q.,< () 	o(:<o, \ . 
q 	 =c:<o,Az.q (z1 s1 
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where £Z* is the empty sequence of Z values such that. 
= 
The subscripts on the function name q make the sort of the 
resulting process explicit; r1amely'c,. One of the labels is 
barred and the other is unbarred since they.name output and 
input capabilities respectively. 
An integer stack process is similar but it does not use 




is defined by 
stack 	(s.) 	:<o,)z. stack ( g''z)>f 
stack ( 1 '1) 
Data structures will in general be modelled by processes which 
send and receive values via an auxiliary store. This store is only an 
abstract concept which is used to model the behaviour of a real data 
structure correctly. The type of this store and the manner in which 
values are removed from it and update it determine the "type" of 
data structure which we are modelling. 
2.3 Semaphores 
As an example of a process which consists only of synchronisers 
and is used only to synchronise some communication among other 
processes, consider Dijstra's semaphores. 
A semaphore may be modelled by the process sem(z) 	5, for some 
z>O initially, where S = p1,p2,v and where sem:ZP is defined by 
sem(z) =l —Pi 
 :<o,K(serr (z—l))>, 	:<o,K(sem(z-i-l))> if no 
sem(o) = 
sem(z) = ?i 1:<o,K(sem(z—l)) ,v:<o,K(sem' (z4-l))>j if z<o 
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where semt (z) = Jp2.Ko, iC(sem(z))>?. 
This definition bycases could also have been expressed as  single 
equation using a conditional function and the union operation. 
In the above 
1E =V. =U =V_ =U.-=V_=l. 
Pi p
1 p2 p2 V V 
This definition reflects Dijksta's definition of semaphores 
{Dij i] in which an agent Q that performs . a P operation (on the 
semaphore) decreases the value of the semaphore by 1. If the 
resulting value is non-negative then Q can complete a P operation 
which it performs in two parts (and is modelled by two communications 
on the p1 and p2 lines). If the resulting value is negative then Q 
may only perform the first part (modelled by a p1 communication) of. 
the P operation and may then be thought of as waiting. 
An agent. Q1 that performs a V operation on a semaphore increases 
its value by 1. If the resulting value is positive then the operation 
has no further effect, if the resulting value is non-positive any 
one of the waiting processes can then be allowed to continue. 
A semaphore such as this is used to control a number of 
agents, each of which can communicate with it. These agents may 
be modelled by the processes 	 each of which contain 
in their sort. 
Any process which communicates with sem(z) and is awaiting a 
communication on its line labelled by p2 will be waiting for "enough" 
other processes to communicate with the semaphore on their v lines. 
As a semaphore may be used to control how a number of agents 
access a resource we may model this resource by process r. The 
positive integer initially assigned to process sem(z), namely z, 
indicates the maximum number of processes from 	 which may 
access resource r in parallel. If we wish this maximum access number 
to be m, where m - -then we build 
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the fourth is a software agent. 
The card reader considered is the DIGITAL CR 11 described 
in [Dig], which is compatible with the PDP 11 system philosophy 
of peripheral handling via interrogation of a status register. 
The four component units of this card reader are a buffer register, 
a status register, the reading mechanism itself and a driver program. 
This last component controls or drives the hardware (the other three 
components) and resides in the memory of, and is executed by, a 
PDP 11 processor connected to the card reader. 
A description of each of these component agents is given 
below together with the processes which model them. The agent 
and its corresponding process will be given the same name. The 
four processes communicate according to the net given in figure 1.1, 















ans ±  
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Domain pairs are assigned to the labels used by our 
processes as indicated by table 2.2 This specifies what values 
flow along the communication lines of the net in figure 2.1. 
LABEL 	 DOMAINS (tJ, v) 
Snl 	 1, 1 
a.ns 	 T,l 
inc 	 1, CARD 
TABLE 2.2 
upi Nx.T, 	1 
val N, 	1 
out NJ  
Sn2 1,1 
ask N, 	1 
up2 NxT, 1 
reg M, 	1 
5n3 17  
where N is the flat cpo of positive integers N'= LN,O,l,2  ...3 
T is the flat cpo of booleans T 	LT,O,l; M is the flat cpo 
M = 	 and. CARD = COLUMN80, where COLUMN is some binary 
encoding of card columns and will not concern use 
The status register 
The status register consists of 16 bits, each of which may 
represent some condition of the card reader hardware. This register 
is updated by the reader device and driver agents and interrogated by 
the driver. 
The card reader design description in terms of an interrogated 
status, though intuitively simple, may in fact be implemented by the 
device sending an appropriate interrupt to the driver (which resides 
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in the PD? 11 processor), rather than the device changing a status 
bit which may then be examined by the driver. We will not concern 
ourselves with whether a status register is just an abstract concept 
or not, but shall assume that it actually exists. Once again we use 
the fact that processes only model behaviour and not the intensional 
details of how this behaviour is arrived at. 
Only a certain number of the bits belonging to the status 
register (which are numbered from zero to fifteen) are used by the 
driver and reader device. Which bits these are and what status 
they indicate appears in the following table. 
Bit 	Status indicated when set 
	
15 	error 
14 	a card has passed through the read station and 
another may be demanded 
9 	card being read 
8 reader device off—line; if not set then device 
on—line and read commands may be accepted 
6 	if set when status register loaded allows the 
setting of bits 14 and 15 to cause a driver interrupt 
0 	if set when status register loaded, causes the driver 
to signal the reader device to deliver a card to the 
read station, and commence reading 
TABLE 2.3 
The 	process statusregister : psi where S 	Snl,ans,up2,ask,upl}, 
is parameteriseci on an auxiliary store of 16 boolean values. The Snl 
line is used by this process to signal the driver process that 
reading is to commence, the ask and ans lines are used by the driver 	IV 
to interrogate the auxiliary store while lines upl and up2 are used by 
the driver and reader device processes respectively to update the 
contents of the auxiliary store belonging to the status register process. 
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statusregister : PS is defined by 




status(<o, ... ,b(m(l)),m(2),b(m(l)+2),o,.,o>)>, 
i:<o,Am(NxT).status(<o,...,b(m(l)),m(2),b(m(l)+Z),ee* 
and. ci. = o,l,o,o,o,o,l,o,o,o,o,00,o,o,o > 
The buffer regjr 
The buffer register is a 16 bit register which holds a positive 
integer encoding of a data card column. whenever the reading mechanism 
reads a card column, this column will be converted into an integer by 
the reading device and placed in the buffer register. 
The process bufferregister 	P-1 -- 	sequences the 
passing of an integer from the reader device process to the 
"outside world" with respect to a synchronising communication 
from the driver process on line Sn3. 
As the behaviour of the buffer 	 no 
auxiliary store is needed by the process buffer—register to hold 
the value being buffered. 
bufferregister = val<o,)n.Sn3: <o,Kout: <n,K(bUfferregister  )>>%4 
jej The reader device 
The reading mechanism is described both by Wirth [Wir 2] and 
in the PDP 11 peripheral handbook [Dig]. The action it performs may 
be described as follows. 
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When the driver sets bit o of the status register to zero it 
also signals the reader device to commence reading. The device sets 
bit 9 and promptly inputs a card and starts to read it. Once a card 
is in motion the action of reading a column, converting it to an 
integer and placing this in a buffer register takes place column by 
column. When the last column has been read bit 14 is set. This 
bit will be checked by the driver and if found to be set, the 
driver requests the device to read another card. 
The process readerdevice:PR,  where H =inc,S,upl,Sn2,val, 
which models this action is defined by 
readerdevice =Snl:<o,Kupl:<<9,1>,Kinc:<o,)ceCARD0 
countsend(l) 
where countend :N ->PR is defined by 
countsend(j) = 	o,K((j=81)-up1:K< l4,1>,K(readerdevice), 
vai:(change(c(j)),K(countsend(j+l))>.)> 
The function change:COLUi -N encodes a card column as an 
integer and is not defined. 
The driver  
The card reader driver we model is that given by Wirth in [Wir 2], 
his paper on the use of the language MODUIA. We do not attempt to 
give a process semantics for this driver program but use it as an 
algorithm from which to produce the corresponding process, Later 
in this thesis we show how processes can be used to give the 
denotational semantics of another multiprocessing language. 
The driver is implemented in MODULA by the following 
program fragment where we have added statement numbers to aid 
its explanation. 
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1 	process driver (230B1; 
2 'const m = 81; (*block size*) 
3 	var brs 1177160B: bits; 	(*status*) 
4 crb [177164B]: integer; (buffer*) 
5 	pdure put (x: integer); 
6 buf Einx] 	=; mx : = (mx mod n.) + 1; 
7 	inc (nf) 
8 end put;  
9 	begin 
10 loop dec (ne,m); 
11 	if ne <o then wait (nonfull) end; 
12 while not off çcrs, L8,9J) do wait (crsig) end; 
13 	crs 	= [0161; (*start card motion*) 
14 loop doio; 
15 	when not off (ors, [14,15:1) exit 
16 put(crb) 
17 	end; 
18put(-!); crs[6] 	= false; (*end of line mark*) 
19 	if nf >= 0 then send (nonempty) end 
20 end 
21 	end driver; 
Once activated the device reads a full 80 characters without 
halting. Therefore each value must be removed from the buffer 
register before the next arrives. Wirth uses a cyclic buffer to 
hold the values output by the buffer register and he prevents a 
card from being read until 81 locations (80 card locations plus a 
delimiter) are available in this buffer. Statements 21  10 and. 11 
implement this cyclic buffer. We do not model this as it is not a 
card reader feature and we presume that there is always an available 
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destination for the values from the buffer register. 
The status of the buffer register is interrogated before and 
after each card is read. If bit 8 is set (not ready) then this 
interrogation must be repeated until bits 8 and 9 are found to be 
unset. Statement 12 implements this. 
We assume that, our statusregister process lain the correct 
state before data transfer takes place. Hence we do not model 
statements 3 and 4  which initialise,( the status and buffer registers. 
Statement 13 sets the interrupt enable bit (bit 6) and initiates 
reading by setting bit 0 to zero. Statement 14 initiates a loop 
where repeated input of a card column to the buffer register takes 
place via the procedure doio. 
Statement 15 tests bits 14 and .15, while statement 16 causes 
the value in the buffer register to be output. 
Statement 18 causes a delimiting value to be output after the 
end of a card, and bit 6 to be unset. This unsetting disables bit 
14 and prevents another delimiter from being output until the next 
card has been read.. Statement 19 concerns the cyclic buffer and is 
ignored. 
We define a process driver:PT 'where T = Sn2,ask,up2,ans,neg,Sn33, 
which models the action described above. The ask and ans lines are 
used by this process to interrogate the statusregister process, 
while up2 is used to change its contents, Line Sn2 is used to start 
the readerdevice process reading, line Sn3 synchronises the output of 
the bufferregister and line neg outputs the delimiter value. 
driver = 	ask: <9,Kans:Ko,Xt.(t=l)- driver, 
ask:<8,iians:<o, Xt.(t=l) - driver, 
where doio:PT is defined by 
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doio = I Sn2:<o,Kask: <l5,Kans: o,t0(t=l)-enc1carc1, 
ask: <l4,Kans:<o,  At.  (t=1) - endcard, 
Sn3: <o,K(doio)>>' 
endcard. 	 ,K(driver)>1s>t 
As we have modelled each component of the card reader by a 
process, we can then model the card reader itself by the process: 
cardreader = readerdevicelibufferregisterlistatusregister j1driver 
The 	combinator is used as we wish the internal communication lines 
to be unavailable for any other process to communicate on. In 
Chapter 4 we prove that this process is equal to another process which 
models the expected (or desired) behaviour of a card reader. This 
proof then demonstrates the"correctness" of the hardware card reader, 




Here we define the powerdomain construction used in our 
model, which is an amended form of the powerdomain construction 
of Smyth [Smy]. This alteration enables us to include the empty 
set in 	(D) which is needed in our treatment of deadlock. 
Various reasons for preferring Smyth's construction to that 
of Plotkin [Plo 11 (which was the first powerdomain construction) 
are given. 
Our set—forming notation --- is defined in terms of sets, 
while various extensions of this basic set—forming notation which 
prove useful when defining process operations, are mentioned. 
3.1. 	The weak powerdornn 
The powerdomain (D) used in our model is known as "weak" 
to distinguish it from the "strong" powerdomain of Plotkin. These 
powerdomains differ in the orderings used in them. 
The powerdomain (D) of any domain D contains only the 
finitely generable subsets of D. Just as the restriction to 
continuous functions enabled Scott [Sco l to show the existence 
of solutions to isomorphic domain equations involving -, so the 
restriction to finitely generable subsets of the power set allows 
both Plotkin and Smyth to show the existence of solutions to domain 
equations involving 	. Finite generability is defined as follows, 
and this differs from that of Smyth in that it allows finite paths 
in the generation tree T 
Definition A set XcJD is finitely generable if (a) there exists 
an infinite finitely branching tree T , which may contain finite 
as well as infinite paths whose nodes are labelled with elements 
of D in such a way that the labels of each path form a 	chain 
in D, and (b) x is the set of lubs of chains which label the 
infinite paths of T 
The powerdomain P (B) is constructed by: 
forming the set 	(D) of finitely generable subsets of B; 
defining a pre—order 	over.(D) by X=  0  XI iff Yx'eX'.. 
xX.xsx'; 
defining the equivalence 	over 	by X26. 0X' if  XX' and 
0 
We then have a domain 
((D),) = 
where 	(D) is the quotient of (D) under 	and this is a domain of 
equivalence classes. We take a certain member of each equivalence 
class in 0(D); the right—closed member. 
Definition For xe-(D), its right—closure c(x) is defined by 
RC(X) = yDI3x6X.xEy3. 
is then taken to be the set of right—closed finitely 
generable sets under the ordering XX' iff XI. X', for right—closed 
X and X'. 	(D) will then be '-(D). 
The strong powerdomain-1 (D) of Plotkin is constructed with a 
"stronger" ordering 	, the Milner ordering, which identifies less 
sets under the equivalence C thandoes under '. M 	0 	 0 
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Definition The Milner ordering if defined by 
iff (YxEX.xeX'.xx') and(Vx1 X1.3xeX.xx1 ) 
For a,bD where ab; 
a3%a,b while 
This "greater" identification is one of the disadvantages of 
using the weak powerdomain rather than the strong powerdomain. 
One immediate property of the weak powerdomain (due to right— 
closure) is that any set in (D) which contains 	is equivalent to 
the set -DL  As J. is usually used to denote non—termination, we do 
not therefore distinguish between a program which sometimes fails to 
terminate and one which never terminates. This identification may 
appear severe but it is also the position adopted by Dijkstra who 
believes that a program which sometimes fails to terminate is as 
unsuitable as one which never terminates. 
3.2 	Choice of domain 
There are certain advantages to be had by using-(D) as our 
powerdomain rather than 
Firstly, the empty set 	can easily be included in -(D) where 
it is "top", the most defined element in our domain. As processes 
are right—closed sets in'-(D), then the more defined they become 
the smaller they become; that is they then contain less members. 
The most defined element is then intuitively the empty set, which 
may be thought of as modelling deadlock. This interpretation is 
mentioned in Chapter 6. 
It appears that 0 may be included in '(D) but in a less 
obvious manner than in '-(D). ø (D) may be placed to the "side" 
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of.Lj( 	and. a new I is added which is dominated, both by 	and 
'N N 
This has not as yet been investigated. 
N' ' 
As a second advantage of using '-(D); E and the set—theoretic 
superset ordering 2 are identical. This follows directly from their 
definitions as the sets being ordered are right—closed. This result 
is not only useful when carrying out proofs about processes but 
appears to be necessary in certain cases. In the proof of the 
associativity of the I combinator (Chapter 5) we use that pp4 
pjq 	p'jq; and this follows from the equivalence of 9 with~j and 
the monotonicity of 	Is 	is not equivalent to 2 we are unable 
to prove that I is associative in 	In fact I is not associative 
in 	(D) but there is a cornbinator which is The associativity 6f. 1 
appears to be a necessary feature of our model. 
For these two reasons we choose 	(D) as our powerdomain. As 
an added advantage we should note that when proving pq, where p and 
qare processes, it is required to show that (a)Vyeq.3xp.xy; 
while to prove that pq we need show that (a) holds as well as 
(b) VxGp.ycq.xy. 
Hence such proofs in '(D) are often twice as long as in 
3.3 	Continuity of the s—forrnin operation 
We list certin properties of )(D) where X and  are members 
of 	(r). 
(i) x 
 D is minimum and 	is maximum in 	P(D). 
 Li and ç' are continuous where XnY 	XUY and XvY = xriy 
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for S any directed set of sets, 	(D), then US =(S 
 function extension: if f:D4E is continuous then so also 
is 	:(D)-P(E); wheref (x) RC{f(x)(xX 
large union: U:((D))(D) is continuous, 
singleton set: 	-j:D-*(D) is continuous, where 	= Cx3. 
restriction:\:(D)x(D-*2)-+(D) is continuous, where 2 = J-L 71 
withJT and. x\f = C1±EX1f(x) =.i}. 
The proof of (1) to (7) are due to Smyth [Smy] while that of 
(8) is due to Milner and appears in EMil 1] 
The proofs of the following two corollaries, which define two 
basic set—forming constructs and state that they are continuous, also 
appear in [Mil i] and are due to. Milner. 
Corollary 3.3,1 
Let Xe(D), pcD-T, hD-E. 
The set h(x)p(x), xXc(E) then varies continuously in h, p and. X 
when interpreted as Ch(x)txX, p(x)true} , 
T 	true, false} 
Corollary 3.3.2 
Let D = Z D E = Es,, where L and M axe finite sets of labels. 
)6L 	,uM " 
If X6(D) and g,€D_E for each v€iLnM then the set 
% 	:g(u, f) eN,:Ku, f>6X,c(E) 
varies continuously in each g  and in X, when interpreted as 
( [v. : (u, f )veN,v:< u, f> x3 u 	JDEX 
as used in these corollaries is frequently used in the definition 
of processes, often along with the functions ti and.. Ti. Our definition 
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of the combinatorl is such an example, and I is therefore continuous 
by the above results. All process operations and functions will 
therefore be continuous. 
may be treated as 	while remembering that it denotes 
a right—closure and is strict in the set parameter. Various extensions 
of the basic set—forming constructs given above follow together with 
extensions of set—theoretic 
Our set—forming construct of Corollary 3.3.1 may be extended to 
4(x l,x2)Ip(xl,x2),x6Xl,x2EX21  which is interpreted as 
C(x1,x2)x1EX1,x2€X2, p(x17x2)true. The continuity of this 
follows in a similar manner to that of Corollary 3.3.1. 
Set forming abbreviations whose interpretation is obvious are 
also used. For example 
= 1 <u,f>,..6:<u1f> . 
The continuity of all process functions and operations allows us 
to use the computational induction technique of the next chapter on 
recursively defined processes. 
11 
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CHAPTER  
PROOFS IN THE PROCESS MODEL 
One of the purposes of modelling concurrent computing agents 
by processes is to allow us to reason about these agents by carrying 
out proofs on their corresponding processes. Most of these processes 
will be defined recursively using the set—forming construct, often 
producing infinite sets. Hence the computational induction rule 
due to Scott ( and described in Manna [Man]) and Park [Par] 
is used. 
Using computational induction we can prove a number of 
theorems which will be useful in future proof. As the production 
of proofs involves a large amount- of intuition the techniques and 
theorems in this chapter are only a guide to carrying out process 
proofs. These techniques are quite general and instances of their 
use in examples are given. 
4.1 	Induction technicFues 
Computational induction is an induction method on the depth 
of recursion which is described in Manna [Plan]. 
Consider the .process p defined recursively by p = 4p. Such 
processes have the least fixed point fix  of the functional 4 
as their solution. If is continuous we also know that 
00 
i 
fix= U4 -L); the lub of the chain 4'( L)}, where 
OX) = x and 	(x) =4(4 (x)). 
That the functionals used in our process definition are 
continuous is due to the continuity results of the previous chapter 
together with the following theorem, due to Scott. 
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Theorem 4.1.1 
Any functional defined by composition and A abstraction of 
continuous functions and the function variable F, where = AF.+', 
is continuous. Before giving the induction rule we require the 
following definition, 
Definition A predicate P is admissible iff for a directed set X, 
and VxeX.Px holds, then P(Jx) 00 
For p = 4p let 	= p.., our computation induction rule is as 
follows: 
To prove that P(fix) holds for some admissible predicate P 
it is sufficient to prove that 
(i) 	P(-L) holds, and 
(ii).P(p)P(p_ 	 such that 
(i) and (ii) give us that Vi.P(P.) holds and as the p form a directed 
co 
set, and as P is admissible then P(Up) holds. As 	is continuous 
fix+ = P 	= Lip, hence P(fix+)  also holds. 1=0 1=0 
The admissible predicate P often involves the equality operator; 
proofs such as p = q where p and q are recursively defined frequently 
occur. If p and q recurse at different rates then this is proved b 
showing that the two inequalities pq and qp hold. These may be 
proved by computation induction on the definition of p in the former 
inequality and on the definition of q in the latter. 
Although computation induction is usually used to prove that 
inequalities hold another induction technique may prove useful. 
This is the recursion induction technique of McCarthy LMcC]  which 
states that 
q = (q) 	fix 	q. 
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Thus if p is defined by p = 4p then to prove that pEq all we need 
prove is that q = 
When proving inequalities using computation induction another 
technique may also have to be used. This is the technique where we 
argue elementwise that one process dominates the other. 
4.2 The elementwise technique  
VThen using our computation induction technique we are required 
to prove inequalities pq for processes p and q. Since G and 2 
are identical and pq 1ff Ym.(meq4m€p) we may argue elementwise. 
Hence to prove that pq it is sufficient to prove Vm,(mEqmGp). 
In some cases when proving inequalities by using computation 
induction all that needs be done is to expand processes. using their 
definitions and apply the induction hypothesis directly, without 
using the elementwise argument. This is often the case with 
processes defined using the singleton—set and union functions, 
and relies on the continuity of these functions. 
The elementwise technique is necessary when processes are 
defined using the set—forming construct, by applying a 
process function to a suitable process argument. 
Definition For any set D (possibly a domain) and powerdomain P L 
(for some sort L), a function which is a member of the domain DWL 
is called a process function. 
Members of the domain 	for any sorts M and L, will therefore 
be process functions. 
Supposing that we wish to prove pq where q is defined using.the 
set—forming construct. For some process function G:L+M and process 
r:L then q = G(r). If G is defined by 
G(s) = gg(y)lpred.(y),y€sJ 
our elementwise argument is as follows: 
To prove that pG(r) we prove that Vm.meG(r)mEp. 
By definition of our set—forming construct, 
if mg(y)pred(y),y€r then 
either 	g(y)Jprea(y),y€r =and m -I1 by right—closure 
M 	M 
or 	g(y)Jpred(y),yr 	4 J-p and 
M g(y) for some yer such that pred(y)true, again by right—closure. 
By considering these two cases we consider all possible ways 
that m is a member of G(r). We then prove that pG(r) by case 
analysis on these two cases; for -the former we show that p 
M 
while the latter is proved by showing that such an m is also 
a member Of process p. If p is defined recursively then we use 
the induction hypothesis to show this latter case.• 
If G is defined using our other basic set—forming construct 
then our elementwise argument goes as follows: 
To prove that p:MG(r) where G:L->M is defined by 
G(s) = A:h(u,f)'A6r.1,A:<u,f>Es 
we note that G(r) =1 1ff r =.L, by our interpretation of this 
construct. Hence if m6G() then 
either r = 
Ply1 
or 	r 	and 	A:h(uf) for some A:<u,f>€r such thatX M. 
14 
Again if p is defined recursively the computation induction 
-technique is used on the latter case to show that such an m is 
also a member of p. The former case is dealt with by proving that 
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for such a process r, p =as well. p will normally be a process 
M 
function also parameterised on r and so p 	-L again by our.  
M 	 - 
interpretation of the set—forming construct. 
If we have a process function H:LM defined by 
H(p) = Uh(x)pred(x),xep 
where h:D-P 1 and. P = (); then mEfI(p)mh(x) for some xep such 
that pred(x)atrue. This follows from our interpretation of the 
set—forming construct and the definition of U. 
When using the elementwise argument to prove that pq for 
some processes p and q, if q is defined using a number of set—
forming constructs together with the set. functions U and U then 
the techniques mentioned above must be repeated for each construct, 
as a member of q may be a member of any of the component constructs. 
In the example which follows we perform a proof using 
computational induction but not our elementwise technique. Examples 
of the use of the elementwise technique appear in Chapter 5- 
4o3 	Am exampleconcerning queues 
A process q() which models the behaviour of an initially 
empty ques is defined by q:Z*FIct 	where 
V(s) = 	:<o,Az.q(Ez)> 
q(zs1) 
Z is not a domain but an unord.erc-d set of sequences of members of Z, 
with CZ* the empty sequence. 
A theorem concerning queues of unbounded capacity is that. the 
"composition in series" of two queues behaves as a single queue. We 
then have the following theorem concerning processes modlling queues. 
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Theorem 4.3.1 
q-(s2 )l1 	(s1) = q._(s2"s1) 
where is the usual concentration operation on sequences,and elements 
in the queues "move" from right to left. 
Proof We require two lemmas; 
Lemma 4.3.2 
(zs1) = q (s2'z1)H 	o&l q(s2)Ij q  
Proof 
We prove that 
q(s2)\ q (z 	 q(s1) 	 (1) 
and 
q(s2)\\ q (zs)2 q_ (sz)1 q(s1) 	 (2) f 2  
By the definition of q and U 
q1 (s2)fl q(zs1)2 q(s'z1)ll q(s1) 
and (i) follows immediately. 
To show (2) we show that for all io 
q(s2)11 q(z1's1)2 q(sz1) 	.q(s) 	 (3) 
, (2) will then follow by computation induction. 
Basis ___	' q s) q_ (s2 z1 	(1 = 
	q(s2)q(z1's1) as required 
Induction sjp for some io assume that 
) fl.q (s ) 	 (4) Ys1,s2©q(s2) U q(z1 s1) qs2 z1  
and show that 
vs1,s2eq(s2) q(zs1) q(s'z1) . 1q(s1) 	 (5) 
We carry out case analysis on s 2- 
\A1 $ 
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1 q(z1's1) =c:<o,Az.q7 ()I( q(z1 sz)> 
U
6) q1  \C 	
/ 
by the definition of q and II 
Ko,z.q('z1) j.q(s'z)> 	 C" 
V q('z1) 	q.lol (s) 
by (4) and that - i+1 
q_('z1) IJ. 1q(s1) 
by the definition of q and II , as required. 
Case 2(s2 LEI 
Let s2 = zs3. 
q(zs3 ) U q(z1's1) = 
Ko, Az. q_(z3's3)\ q(zsz)>, 
: 4z31K(q(s3)) q(zfs1))> 
V q(zçsç'z1)tI q(s1) 





7.<z31 k(q(s3z1) 1±ci(si))'1 
U q-.. (z's'z ) 3 3 
by induction hypothesis (4) and that - 
q_(zsçz1) \\ 1q (s1) 
by the definition of q.and \l , hence (5) as required. 
Hence Lemma 4.3,2 by computation induction 
Lemma 403.3 	q(s2)'tq.(E) = q_ (s2) 
Proof we show 
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Vs2  1l() = 	(q).(s2) 	for all 	i-o (7) 
Basis 	result is immediate for i=o. 
Induction step assume that for some io 
Vs20q(s2) 11.q() = (q) (s2) 	 (8) 
and we show that 
Vs2.q.(s2) lt 1q(6) = (q) .(s2) 	 (9) 




by definition of q and. \ 
= 	:Ko,Az.q("z) JJ.q(s)> 
by Lemma 43,2 
= 
by (8) 
= (q)11(s2) by definition of q when 	as required. 
Case 2 (s2 	Let 2 	z S 3  
q(zs3) 11q() 
c:o1 Az.q_ (zj's3)11 1q('z)>, 
:4z3,q(s3) t.(E)')i 
by definition of q and l 
= 	:<o,Az.q(zs'z) 3 3 
 
:(z3,0 ,(s3).  
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= (q)11(zç's3) by definition of q. 
Hence (9) and so also (7). Lemma then follows by computation 
induction 
Returning to the proof of our theorem, we have 
q(s2) 11 q(s) = 	q_.(s2"s1 ) 11 q() 
by repated use of Lemma 4.3.2  where 
S1 = z1 "z2 	 = length 	Hence 
q_(s2)11 q- (s 1 	 2 ) = q_ (s 	1 s ) by Lemma 4.3.3, y  
as required 
&4 	Process function corn osit ion 
We have seen in the preceding chapter how process proofs 
involving may be performed using an elementwise argument, especially 
when these process are defined, using the set-forming construct. 
For process functions F:L411, G:M and H:LrN we may wish 
to prove the equality 
G(F(p)) = H(p). 
It would appear that we would always need to prove this by 
proving both inequalities using the elernentwise argument. This is 
necessary since if F(p) = I f(x)predl(x),xep 	and 
G(q) = g(yflpred2(y),yeq 
m will be a member of G(F(p)) as follows; 
either G(F(p)) 
or mD g(y) where yeF(p) such that pred2(y) true. 
But as y is a member o F(p) then 
either F(p) = 
or y f(x) where xp such that pred.l(x) 9 true. 
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Hence in proofs such as G(F(p)) 	11(p) we not only have to use the 
elementwise technique (which is more laborious than if we can 
produce a proof directly; such as proving that 1(p) = J(p) where 
I and J are recursive and recurseat the same rate), but we must 
consider three cases corresponding to how m can be a member of 
G(F(p)). 
The following theorems allow us to compose process functions 
defined using the set—forming construct, so avoiding one flevelt? of 
the elementwise argument in certain proofs. This may also allow us 
to prove equalities directJy, particularly if in the above GF 
recurses at the same rate as H. 
We have three basic composition theorems. 
Theorem 4,4.1 (composition) 
for F(p) = f(x)l4(x),xp 
and 0(q) = 
then GoF(p) = 
Theorem 4,4.3 (composition) 
for P(p) = Uf(x) 1(x),xp 
and 0(q) = 
then G0F(p) = UGof(x)c1(x),x€p 
Theorem 4.4.6 (composition) 
for F(p) = Uf(x) 1(x),x€p 
and G(q) = g(y) c)2(y),yeq c 
then P00(q) = U1fog(y) 2(y)41(g(y))7yeq 
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The proofs of these three theorems together with auxiliary lemmas 
are given in the appendix. The following lemma arises immediately 
from the interpretation of our set—forming construct and the usual 
set—theoretic properties. 
Lemma 4.4.7 (composition)  
for F:S4L, p:S. 
then 
The following 	arises from the above composition t fdorollary orems 
and lemma. 
Corollary 4.4.8 
if F(p) = Zf(x)l4l(x),x6p~.v ~f'(X)1§1'(X),xc-P R  
and G(q) = g(y)( WY) ,yq 
then G0F(p) = gof(x) 2(f(x)) 1(x),xep 
ugof'(x) 2(f'(x))A 1'(x),xP 
The proof of this corollary is in the appendix. 
Many corollaries such as this follow from the composition 
theorems above, where the process functions are defined using 
a number of set forming constructs, u and U 
The composition theorems may be extended in a natural way to 
deal with process functions defined on more than one parameter. 
These theorems, their extensions and corollaries allow us to avoid 
using one level of the elemenwise argument in proofs involving 
the composition of process functions. This proof technique is used 
in the following chapter to prove Rule (P5) of our process algebra. 
Here the use of a composition theorem removes the necessity of using 
the elementwise technique completely since a simple inductive proof 
is all that is needed. Hence these theorems do simplify proofs. 
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Proof techniques involvinthe 11 combinator 
The combinator 11 appears frequently in process proofs 
particularly when we wish to prove that a composite agent is 
equivalent to a singular agent. Often the component agents will 
compute serially due to synchronisation, although they admit the 
possibility of concurrent computation. When proofs involving 
such composite agents take place the 11 combinator is used. The 
inherent seriality is modelled by only one communication being 
possible among the collection of processes, at some given instant. 
These techniques will be used by an example proof in the next 
section. 
Two theorems prove useful in such cases. First we require 
some definitions. 
Definition The function label :P 42
L  from processes to the subsets 
of the sort of these processes is defined by 
label (p) = oc:<u,f>6p. This is not a continuous function as 
2 J is not considered to be ordered in any way. For any process p 
of sort L, label (p) 	L. 
Definition for p:L and q:M the internal labels of the pair of 
processes p and q are members of L.M 
Definition for p:L and q:M the external labels of the pair p and q 
are members of LuM—(LM) 
This notion of internal and external labels can be extended 
to more than two processes. 
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Definition for pi:Li, ... ,pn:Ln the internal labels of the processes 
are those members of U Lk.LL where lk,n and k and 
are distinct. 
Definition for p1:L1,...,p :L the external labels of the processes 
are those members of the set (UL .)_(ULkOLL); where 
i 1 	k,L 
li,k,tn and Ic and L are distinct. 
Internal labels are Internal to at least one pair of processes 
whilst external labels are external to all pairs of processes. 
The following definition ensures that II is associative among 
a collection of processes. The proof of the associativity of Ii 
under restrictions on the sorts of its arguments appears in the 
appendix. 
Definition for pi:Li,...,pn:Ln their sorts satisfy the II restriction 
iff for any sorts LiILJ,Lk where li,j,kn and i,j,k are distinct 
L.n(L..Lk) = 	• 
These definitions allow us to state the following lemmas: 
Lemma 4.5.1 for p t q~ -L where p:L and q:M and 
label (p) n label q) = 
)is the only label of p,q which is a member of label(p)U label(q); 
only one capability of p or q is labelled. by X then 
p 11 q = A:<u,Av.(p IIfv)> if 	:4u,f>q 
and X€M 
or 	p 11 q = A:<u, Av. (fvFq)> if 	:u,f>Gp 
and AEL 
The proof of this lemma follows directly from the definition of ti 
mom 
Lemma 4.5.2 for p,q J.. where p:L and q:M and 
all members of label (p)ulabel(q) are internal labels of p,q; 
there is only one AGlabel(p) and one p.&label(q) such that 
only one capability A:u,f>Gp is labelled by X and only one 
capability/.&:v,g>€q is labelled by 
then pq = fvllgu 
The proof of this follows from the definition of IL 
The following two theorems are extensions of the above lemmas to 
deal with greatei than two processes. 
Theorem 4.5.3 ( \L Theorem i) 
for processes p.i.. where p.:L., lin such that the L. satisfy the 
11 restriction and. 
no labels A,jxelabel( 1)u ... ulabel() such that 
3 only one Aelabel(p1)u ... uiabel(p) such that A is an 
external label of 
3only one member of p1 ... p labelled byA, and A:u,f>6pk 





=:<u,Av,(p1L 	k—l11 fv 	k+1 1t ... II 
Proof we may assume that k=l by the commutivity of. 11 and re— 
indexing. We.  then show that 	p. =A:<u,Av.(fvII i=2' 
Let 	p = p11t p were p 	( 	p.) by associativity of 
i=l 	 i=2 
then label(p) =U{label(p1)2i-<n} by the definition of label. By 
conditions (a), (b) and (c) we have that: 
there are no labels A label (p1) and,M6 label (p) such that 
and 
3 only one external label A label (p1)ulabel(p) and this only 
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labels one capability of p1up, namely A:<u,f>p1. 
Then 	p=:(u, AV. (fvllp)> 
by Lemma 4.5.1 
= 	:u,Av.(fv II 
= A:<u,Av.(fvtL II 
i=2 
by the associativity of , as required 
Theorem 4.5.4 (l Theorem 2) 
for processes p -L I where p.:L,lin such that the L. satisfy \1 
restriction and 
for all AU{1abel(p)I1i4n}, A is an internal label of 
there is only one A and one members of U label (p) 1 "i-'nI 
such that 
for k<L, X is only a member of Lk  and ji..is only a member of 
LL such that A:<u,f> andp:(v,g> are the only so labelled 
capabilities of p1,. and p, respectively 
then 	Pi = 1 " 11 k-1 I fv Ik+l" It P t-1 11 gu ll +l •' I n 
Proof By associativity,commutivity and reindexing let 
and/:v,g>6p2 such that (b) and. (c) are satisfied. Thus k=l and. 
=2 and what we are required to prove is that 
	
= fvJgu IJ_3p . 	- 
Let 	p = p1  p211 p where p = 
label (p) = label (p3)u...ulabel(p) by (c). By (c) again all 
members of label (p)are external members of P3S•SP•  By (a) 
and (b), 	, and the definition of internal 
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p2I1 	v,y.(gyIp)> 
u o:<w1,Ay, (2 11  h.y)> k: <w.,h.>Gp 
where P,and the ot• are members of label(p2)ulabel(p) which are 
external to P2 P366oP. 
By (a) and Lemma 4,5.2 we then have that 
p111(p2 11p) = fv(gutp), 
hence 
Pi  = fv j gu 	as required, by the associativity of 
A proof using these two theorems is given in the next section. 
4.6 	The card reader theorem 
In Chapter 2 we produced a process cardreader which models the 
behaviour of an existing cardreader by modelling its components. 
We can also define a process which models the desired behaviour 
of a cardreader. This desired behaviour is what we would expect; 'a 
card is read and a sequence of values with a delimiter is produced 
before the next card is read, and so on, This behaviour (of a 
conceptual or abstract cardreader) is given by the process 
abs:ino,out,neg} where 
abs = inc:Ko,Xc.send(c,1)J and 
send CARD XN-Pc--- 	 is defined by 
'inc,out,neg 
send(c,j) = (j=81)-neg:<o,K(abs)> 9  
out:change(c(j)),K(send(c,j+l))> 
,where change:COLTJIvIN-N. The labels used here correspond to those 
used in cardreader, with the same domains. 
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To show that the software driver component of the card.reader 
(which is modelled by the driver process) controls the hardware 
components in a correct manner, we prove that 
Theorem 4.6.1 (cardread.er ) 
cardreacler = abs. This theorem illustrates that even though 
our cardreader can carry out concurrent actions,due to synchronising 
communications it has serial behaviour. This seriality helps in the 
proof in that the 11 theorems of the previous section may be used. 
The process cardread.er: P 	 is defined by: inc , out ,neg 
carcireader = readerdevice \ bufferregister statusregister driver 
where readerdevice: P i-.- 	




countsend(j) = Sn2:<o,K((j=8l)-upl:<(l4,l>,K(readerdevice)>L 
'val:Kcharige(c(j)),IC(countsencl(j+l))>)> 
bufferregister : P - - 	is defined by 
val,Sn3,out 
bufferregister 
statusregister: P Snl,ans,2,ask,u-pl is defined. by 
statusregister = status(d) where 
status(b) = 
:<o,Xmr(NxT),(m(l)=oAm(2)=l- 
Snl: <o,(status(<l,b(2), 	,b(8) ,o, 0000>))> 




The process driver:Psn2aSkup2regsfl3} 
is defined here slightly differently from that in Chapter 2 to avoid 
writing large expressions in the proof. 
driver I ask:<9,K(driver)>3 	where 
driver-1 = 	:<o,At.(t=i) - 	driver, driver-2 
driver-2 = 	ask:<8,K(driver-3)> 




doio-1 = 	ask: <15,K (do io-2)> 
doio-2 = 	ans: <o, At. (-t=i) - 	endcard,doio-3 
doio-3 = 	ask:414,K(doio-4)> 
doio-.4 	= sans: <o, t. (±=i) —> endcard,doio-5 
doio-5 	= Sn3:<o,K(doio)>, 
endoard 	= E5:<-1,K(endcard-1)> 
endcard-1 jc3:<< 6,o),K(driver)>. 
This process lends itself to being defined in this manner since it 
is deterministic. 
Proof of Theorem 461 
As the sorts of processes readerdevice, bufferregister, status-
register and driver satisfy the 1) restriction we may use II theorems 
freely. 
readerdevice k bufferregister Ilstatusregisteril driver 
= 	readerdevice Jj bufferregisterflans:<b(iO),K(status b)4 jj driver-i 
= 	readerdevice 11 bufferregis-ter ji status(b) 11 driver-2 
I 
= 	readerdevice \1 bufferregister 	ans:Kb(9),K(status(b))> I1driver-3 
= 	readercievice jjbufferregister Ilstatus(b) tfdriver-4 
= readerdevice \bufferregister Ilstatus(b) f driver-5 
readerdevice bufferregister II Sn1:<o,K(status(b' )) Jjdoio 
where b' = <1100001000000000 
= 	upl:<<9,T>,Kinc:<o,XC.cOUnt5efld(1)>>11bUfferregister \ 
... status(b'flI doio 
= 
~inc:<9,Ac.countsend(l)->J .jIbufferregister ii status(b'') doio 
where b'' = <1100001001000000> 
by repeated use of It Theorem 2 
g inc: Ko,Ac. count send (1)>jl1buff err egister 11 status(b'') IL doio 
by Theorem 1 
Since abs =Tno:<o,Ac.send(c,l)>' to prove that card.read.er = abs 
it is enough to show that courrtsend(1) II bufferregister II status(b'').... 
..Ildoio = send.(c,1). 	 (i) 
Since countsend and send recurse in a similar manner we may 
prove (i) by computation induction on the definitions of countsend 
and send. 
We shall prove that 
Yi.countsend(i)IJ bufferregister Ilstatus(b'')II doio = send(c,i) (2) 
for all j.o, and (1) then follows by 
computation induction. 
Basis Vi. send0(c,i) = -1- and. countsend0(i), = .1. 
Since ti is strict by definition, 
countsend 0(i)It bufferregister Ilstatus(b' t)lI doio -i-, 
as required. 
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Induction step assume (2) for some kOe We then prove (2) for 
k+1 by case analysis on i. Since leN and. N is a set (not a domain) 
we have the cases 1=81 and. 1181 
Case 1=81 
Countsendk+l(81) II bufferregister II status(b'') ( doio 
= readerdevicek fl I bufferregister I status(b' ' ) II endcard. 
by II Theorem 2 six times, where b''' = < 1100001001000010 
= 	Jneg: (_1,K(readerdevicek+l ii bufferregister It status.(b''') It.... 
enc1card-1)4 	by II Theorem 1. 
Since send 1(c,81) = neg:<-1,Kabs11) ; to prove (2) for k+1 it 
is sufficient to prove that 
readerdevicek+l bufferregister It status(b' '') 11 endcard-1 	abs k+1 
Now 
readerdevicek+l Ii buff erregister ti status(b''') }J endcard-1 
= 	readerdevice k+111 bufferregister status(blv)lldriver 
by IlTheorem 2, where b = 
= readerd.evicek+l Ilbufferregist,erli Sn1:<o,K.status(b')> J doio 
by 11 Theorem 2 six times 
= 	 status(b') II doio 
by II Theorem 2 twice 
= 	mc: <o, Ac. (countsendk(1) ti buffrregister II satus(b'') t doio) 
by It Theorem 1 
= 	o,Ac.sendk(c,1)>t 
by Induction hypothesis 
= abs k+11 
 as required. 
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Case li<8 
count sencIk+l (i) J bufferregister II status(b'') 1 cloio 
= countsendk(i+1) \ %out: (change(c(i))(bufferregister'> II status(b'i)... 
doio by ii Theorem 2 seven times 
= 	out:<change(c(i)),K(coufltSefld(i+1) Il bufferregister Jlstatus(b'') 
..1d.oio)> 	by It Theorem 1 
= out:<change(c(i)),K(Sefld(0,i+1))>I3 
by induction hypothesis 
= 	sendk+l(c,i) where 1iZ.81, as required. 
Since we have proved both case 1=81 and case 1.i81 we have proved 
the cardreader theorem. 
This theorem utilises the \\ theorem  due to the seriality imposed 
by the driver process. But similar proofs can also take place when we 
wish to show that two non—determinate processes are equal. These 
processes will then have a finite, equal number of members and the 
theorems will be used to prove that their renewals are equivalent. 
In this example we avoid the need to use an elementwise 
argument since the two processes to be proved equal contain the 
same finite number (one) of members and the two processes were 
defined by process functions recursing at the same rate. 
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CHAPTER 
PROCESSES AS A FLOW ALGEBRA 
In this chapter we prove that certain laws, such as the 
associativity of , hold. in the process model. These laws, known 
as the laws of flow, are rather intuitive, and are used frequently 
in process proofs. 
We define a category of algebras known as flow algebras. These 
algebras have the property that the laws of flow hold in them; thus 
the algebra of processes i a flow algebra. 
The category of flow algebras contains a distinguished member 
known as the algebra of nets (or of flowgraphs). This algebra 
involves a formalisation of the net concept used. in Chapter 1, and 
is defined. in Mime and. Milner rMil 1] 	We shall not consider nets 
further (since we are concerned with processes) but note that for a 
similar category of flow algebras Milner [Mil 4] demonstrates that 
net algebras are free in this category. He also mentions that the 
algebra of nets in our category of flow algebras is initial in its 
category. 
We have the following definition for initiality: 
Definition An algebra 3 is initial in a category C of algebras iff 
for ever A in C there exists a unique homomorphism hA:S.-A. 
Following the work of Gogwn, Thatcher, Wagner and. Wright Gog] 
we interpret the algebra of nets as a syntactic algebra with our 
process algebra specifying one possible semantics for it. Since 
the net algebra is initial, there exists a unique homomorphism from 
this to an algebra of processes. This is a semantic function 
assigning a meaning in terms of processes to each net. A net. 
is a syntactic construct in that two flow expressions denote 
the same net iff they can be proved equivalent using only the 
laws-of flow. 
5.1 Flow algebras 
A (,r)—flow algebra is defined by the following, where X is 
the alphabet. of names used in Chapter 1, with the set of labels 
Definition B is a (,r)—flow algebra if it has 
 a phylum BL for each sort L; 
 nullary operations c B for each crand labels 
each c€fl has a sign, where sign ce11,_*; 
binary operations J B:BI XBM_.BLVI , for each pair of sorts L, M; 
unary operations \Bo:BçB 	for each sort L andc(Z 
and the following laws of flow hold,, for x.:L.. 
(Fl) x1J 
B 
 x2  = x21 B x 1 	 - 
B 	B 	B 	B 	- 
x1 (x2 J x3) = (x1 x2) X3  
(F3) X1 'S\ c( = x1 where 	,cL1  
Xi\o( 
\B 
(x1 1Bx2)\ = (x1\)jB(x2\Bo< ) where o(,o}nL1rL2 = 
E\Bc = E[/]\B where 	do not occur in B, some arbitrary 
flow expression. 
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Flow 'expressions are constructed from the operators 
cBX...Ak, 1B  and \(, for arbitrary algebra B. 	is the 
meta-syntactic substitution operation arid is not considered as 
an operation of our algebra. 
The laws of flow may be motivated by considering the informal 
net concept of Chapter 1. The commutivity and associativity laws 
(Fl) and (F2) follow since we do not wish to distinguish how a net 
is constructed using since the resulting nets will be 
undistinguishable. This corresponds to building systems of 
hardware agents where we do not care in what order communication 
wires are soldered between components. Law (F3) is motivated by 
considering an agent with no or line. When this is removed no 
change therefore occurs. Law (F4) also follows from considering 
nets whilst Law (F5) says that connecting then removing is the same 
as removing then connecting two components not(cct 	he lines 
to be removed. Law (F6) allows us to relabel agents with a new label 
providing it does not already occur. 
These laws are therefore desirable in our process model as it 
purports to model concurrent agents satisfying these laws. 
A somewhat similar flow algebra may have substitution as an 
operation, together with extra laws involving this operation 
replacing law(F6). 
.Ltg Processes are a flow albra 
The phyla P
L 
 of the(Zr)-process algebra F, the unary operations 
\P0 
and binary operations 
JD 
 over respective phyla were defined in 
Chapter 1. 
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The nullary operations cAl..Ak of P are defined using 
substitution, which is not a flow algebra operation. Given a 
command c with sign +- (for example) we choose distinct names 
say and specify co( = p, for some arbitrary process 
p: 	Each nullary operation cA1X2 can then be given by 
using the substitution operation to replace the X's by labels. 
The semantic substitution operation 3/d :PP , 
	
where 
sort OpAl is the replacement of c& by ( and o' by (3 in sort .L, as 
defined by: 
Definition for p:L where 
p/c 	= 	3:<u, AV. (fv/})>k:<u,fzp 
V 	: <u, Ay. (fv { /o]) 1:u, f>p 
U 
We now prove that the laws of flow hold in our process algebra, for 
arbitrary processes p.:L.  The superfix p on operations will be 
omitted. 
These proofs are rather routine; the proof of law(F2)(associativity) 
is perhaps the most interesting 
Law _(F 1) 	p 1I2 
Proof Let p1 p = p11 p1 for all p1,p2 where 
t:Lf<L2 L1uI2 and 
Note that IR is not the R-th truncation of 
= where :(L1XL2L1uL2)-(L1XL2---L1oL2) 
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X : <u1, v.f1vp2> XEL1,X: Ku1,f1>ep1  
u t :<u2,Xv..P]4f2v)1JAGL2l/A:<u2,f2>eP2 
UU9 f 
1u2 f2Ui I A6LiAAEL21 ': u1, f1>ep1,X: 4u29f2>ep2  
R 
is defined recursively by 
= 
Now 
IR = R 
by the above two definitions and theIe 	of 
variables, hence 'H  is a fixed..point of 
	Since I is the least 
fixed point of , 
II R (recursion induction te('hniques). 
The inequality 'R 
	
follows in 'a similar manner, hence 
= p21p1  as require 
We require two lemmas for the proof of Law (P2). 
Lemma 5.2.1 (strictness of .) 	I p = pl-L-= 
Proof We prove that p1 =j_ 	p1  p2 
Law (Fl). 
Let P L = 	(DL ) where p1:L1. 
1 1 
The lemma then follows by 
By definition of 
X:<u17Xv,f1vIp2 JXEL1, X: <u1,fep1 c pjp. 
Since p1 =-L 	then by our interpretation of the above set—forming 
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construct, _L 	ç, p1jp2. Since 	is the "greatest" member 
LuL2 	 LuL2 
of P L uL 	
= p1 p as required 
1 2 L1uL2  
Lemm 	2 • 2 
P11 P2 =L 4 P11 (P21 
Proof We show that for all p1, p2, p3 and k where ko 
p11 p2 = J 	1K 2 I03) =t. 
Basi 	1I(P20P3) = p1tI= J_ 
by Lemma 5,2.1, as required. 
Induction step Assume that vp1,p29p3.p11 p2 =J P11 (P2193)  
for some ko. 	 (i) 
We prove that vp1,p2 ,p30p1 p2 	p1 (p2 j 11p3) 	
(2) 
by case analysis. pjp =Lunder three cases by the definition 
ofj. 
Case 1 	p1 =J.- , hence by Lemma 5.2.1, 
1 Rp2 1k+l3 	J. 
as required. 
Case 2 p2 =J, hence by Lemma 5.2.1, 
2lk+l3 	and 
P1RP2Ik+1P3) 	as required, by Lemma 5.2.1. 
Case 3 (u1,f1 p1 and A:u2,fp2 	 (3) 
such that f1u2ff2u1  = 	 (4) 
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By (4) and induction hypothesis 
flu2l(f2ullkp3) = 	 (5) 
By (3) and the definition of 
X:(u2,vof2vJl3P2Ik+lP3 	 (6) 
Hence by (3), (6) and the definition of 
flu2(f2ulIkP3)SIZ P1 
1 (P2 1k13) 
and. by (5) and right closure, 
=j as. required 
Law(P2) p(qlr) (pq)jr 
We show that pI(qr) 	(p(q))r 	 (i) 
	
and p(qr) Q (pq)lr 	 (2) 
To prove (i), show \Ti,j,p,q,r 
PI(Jr) 	(p q)r 	 (3) 
by induction on the sum of i and. j. Then (2) follows from (i) 
by Law (Fl). 
Basis We prove (3) when i=O, or j=O. In fact it follows immediately 
using 
•I 
0 = .1. and Lemma 5,2.1 
Induction ste 
To prove (3) it is enough to show that 
m(p q)jr 	mepl.(q Ir) 	 (4) 
when i,j >0, under the inductive assumption 
Vp,q,r.Plk 	
(p\q)r with k.+ hKi + j 	 '(5) 
That is, assume (5) and. show (4) by cases. 
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Now in can arise as a member of (plq)lr in three ways: 
Case 1 
m E 	v,Ax.(gxJr)>i.: <v,g>epq  fs 	 (6) 
Then either pi  
and so by Lemma 5.2.2, p1(qr) =j , 
hence pj.(qJr) Im 
or pq 	, in which case 
m?j:<v,)x.(gxJr)> 	 (7) 
where fk:v,>EP. This later can arise in pq  in three ways:. 
Case 1.1 3:u,f>€p 	 (8) 
such that 
(9) 
From (8) we have 
:<u, kx. (ftIi-1  (q .r))>ep l(q 1.r)-o 
So by induction hypothesis (5) and right closure, 
t:<u, Xx.((fxJq)lr)>EP}(lr) 
and by right closure again, using (7) and (9) 




The proof in this case is similar to that for 1.1 and is omitted. 
Case 1.3 There exists some :u,f>ep 	 (io) 
and some 	:u',f'>eq 	 (ii) 
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such thatJ&:v,g>efu'jf'u 
From (ii), 	: <u',Ax, (f'x}. 1r)>eq Ir 
So using (10), 
fu' 1 1(f'u 11_1r)c 	Ir) 
But (fu'if'u)Ir fu1 J.1(f'uJ. 1r) 
by induction hypothesis (5), using that equals 
and by (12) 
,L& :<.v, Ax. (gx)r>E(fut If'u)I r 
and hence by (7) and right closure 
me(fu t If,  u)Ir 
and. by (13), (14) and (15) 
m p J(q 13r) as required.. 
Case 2 
Then either r = J... 
and so by Lemma 5.2.1, p(q r) =j.... 
hence I(Ir) =..L3m 
or r 	in which case 
mj:<v,Ax.((pl q)gx)> 
where :<v,g>r. Now 
<v, )x. (q ! 1 x)> €q j r 
by definition of , and. so  
:<v,x.(p Ii_l(q I))>eP I(q Ir 
again using the definition of 
Using induction hypothesis (5) and. monotonicity 
Ax. ((p I q ) 1 gx)> ji:<v,Ax. (p 1,_1 (q lj_lgx))> 
and so by (17), (18), (19) and right closure 
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Case 3 megv'g'v 	 S 	 (20) 
where ,u:<'v,g>ePq 	 (21) 
and 	:<v',g'>Er 	 (22) 
Now Ji.:.<v,g>ePJq can arise in three ways: 
Case 3.1 
such that 
1u: (v,g>Jh:<u, Xx. (fx\ q )> 
The proof of this case is again similar to others and is omitted. 
Case 3.2 
such that 
1 :<v,g>u:<u, )x.(p\fx) 
Similar, and proof omitted. 
Case 3.3 	There exist some 	A:u,f>ep (2.3) 
and some 	A:iu',f'>q . 	 (24) 
such that j: 	v,g€fu' if'uo 	.  
Now by (24) 
:<u t ,x.(ftx.1r)>Eq J .r  
and by (23)  and (26) 
fu'Ii— 1(f'uj. 1r)p.(q\.r)  
and by induction hypothesis (5) 	. 	 . 
(fu' \f'u)lr  cfu' I_i( ftu 1_1r).  
By (22) and. (25) 
gv'gTv(fu'ftu)r  
and by (27), 	(28) and (29) 
gv'(g'vcp I(q lr)  
and. by (20) and. (30) m e p .(q Ir)  as required.. 
So (3) is proved., and Law (F2) is verified.. 
Law (F3) 	p\c(= p where o,L,p:L 
Proof We prove that 
(p\p 	L ,(l) 
thdi(p\ot)p c 	L 	
(2) 
We prove that Vp.(p\.()p for all i>'o 	 S 	 (3) 
such that 	(1) then follows by computation induction. 
Basis (p\)  =1p as required.. 
Induction step Assume (3) for some i.o, and show for 1+1. 
(p\ + ) = 
by definition of \ 
= JA: <u, Xv. (fv)\. i L,A:u,f>Ep 
since a 04 
:<u,Xv.fv>)X6L,A:<u,f>Ep 
by induction hypothesis and. monotonicity 
since Av.fv = f 
= p, by definition of---- 1. as required.. 
(2) may be proved by computation induction on the definition of the 
identity function proc:Ir-L, where 
proc(p) =X:<u,Xv.proc(fv)>)XeL,A:<u,f>ep 	 S 
We prove Vp.(p\.) 2 proc.(p) for all i>,o 	 (4) 
where 	(2) then follows by computation induction and that 
p = proc(p). 
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Basis proc(p) = 	(p\o() as required 
Induction step Assume (4) for some 1>10 and show for i+1 
proc11(p) = 	u,Av.proc(fv)>1A€L,:u,f>eP 
by definition of proc 
:<u,Xv.(fv')>\XsL,A.<u,f>p 
by induction hypothesis and monotonicity 
= 
since 
= P\Ck by definition of \c1 , as required 
Law (F3)  follows from (i) and (2) 
p\A= p\\c 
Proof we show that 
Vp0p'vJ\. = P\\j 	for all io 
	
(1) 
(F4) follows by computation induction. 
Basis 	 = 	= p\ç.\c as required 
Induction step Assume (i) for some i>,o and show for 1+1. 
= 
by first composition theorem and the definition of 
and\0 
as required 
= 	, by first composition theorem and the 
definitions of \ and\ • 
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Law (F5) 	 (p1\)(p2\) 
where 	AL l'2 
Proof we show that 
= ( 1 )  I1(P2\),?Li2 	
(i) 
for all io. (F5) follows by computation induction. 
Basis (p1 p2)V. = 	= (p1\c)\ (p2\ô) as required 
Induction step Assume (i) for some i>,o and show for 1+1. 
(P1l1P2)\ 
u: u2, Xv.p1 l.f2v>\€L21 : u2, 
UU1 f1u21f2u1\L12,1,f1>P1, 
by definition of and composition Lemma 4.4.7. 
uU(f1u2  f2  U1 	X€ L—,a} X 
by composition theorems since 
oX:<u2,Xv.(p1\) 
uU(f1u2\) 11(f2u1\ 






by the definition of \o& 
— 80 — 
= (1\) 
1 1(2\) by definition of 1, as required 
Law (L), E\ca.= 	 where r,f do not occur in E 
Proof We prove that the meta—syntactic substitution operation 
over flow expressions is correctly interpreted, by the 'semantic 
substitution operation 	over processes. This proof proceeds in 
four parts; 
lemmas concerning 
the ' 3 theorem that p\o(= (Pj/)\ 
t hat (EE/o 
(ci) (E\ 	= (E[/]\ 
(ci) is in fact law (P6) for our process algebra B. 
(a) 	Lemma 5.2.3 (p1p2)ai 	1/c 	p 2- 
where NL1uL2 
Proof We show that Vp1,p2o(p11. p2) //3 P1'LP2j3/d} 	(1) 
for all i>/o?  where % 7çL1uL2. The lemma then follows by computation 
induction. 
Basis 	 = L=P I 	10P23 	as required. 
Induction step Assume (1) for some io and show for 1+1. 
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(p1 j1p2 
\:<u, )v. (p1 ±fv)/>1 XeL2_,,: Ku, fEp2 
U 3:Ku1 Xv.(fvlp2 ) />Jo:<u,f>€p1 
i ifv)/k:<u,f>6p2 





2 u1 )ç'I 	L 	L21 A:4,u1,f1>p1,:<u21f2>p2 	(2) 
by definition of la3 and composition theorems. 
Now 	L+12 I'V 
U :(u,v.fv/ .p2 Jd>1:<u,fp1 
'3 11fv?/}>\:<u, f>P2 g 
U:<u,)v,p1 / J.fv 1/c:Ku,fp2 
uX:<u, Xv. 1y/4 \.fv 
uU(f1u2) i4 J(f2ui)i/} eL 	L27 <ü2,f2>p2 ,X:<u1,f1)Ep 
by definition of 	, 	and composition theorems as f',~L1uL2 
= (2) by induction hypothesis, as required 
Lemma 5.2.4 p 	p where ,OL and p: Lt 
Proof we show that 
	
= proc.(p) for all iO 	 (i) 
and the lemma follow by computation induction. 
MYM 
Basis PJ/c0 = 	 proc(p) as required 
Induction step Assume (1) for some i>,o and show for 1+1. 
pi4.1 = 
by definition of 	since o,o(L 
= 	 u,Av.proc.(fv)>JAL1 A:<u,f>p 
since L =L_tc,and induction hypothesis 
= proc. 1(p) as required, by definition of proc. 
Lemma 5.2.5 (p\)/o} = p ~p/&3 \W where 
Proof we show that 
(p\.)/o3 	= Pj3/o\i for all io 	 (i) 
for 	' 	 c2,. The lemma follows by induction hypothesis. 
Basis (p\)/o = I = p/\ 	 as required 
Induction step Assume that (i) holds for some i>,o and show for 1+1. 
= 	 :<u,fp 
(2) 
by first composition theorem and definition of 
\-e and 	, since '' 
Now p 	 P :<u, Ay. (fv)/c\ 1>jbL: <u,f>ep 
U 
by first composition theorem and the definition 
of \1 and 	, since ' 	 o( 
= (2) as required, by induction hypothesis. 
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(b) Theorem5.206 p,}\ = p\t 
r ?FIL 
Proof we show that 
= p\.c for all i>~o 	 (i) 
such that (3L. Theorem follows by computation induction. 
Basis PJ3/c(\0f3 -= I = p\c.& 
Induction step Assume that (1) holds for some io and show for 1+1. 
= 	 i 
by the first composition theorem and the definition 
of f?/cL and\ . 
by induction hypothesis, since J3,13L, 
= p\ 1o& by definition of\°(, as required 
(c) We now show by induction on the structure of B that 
where superfix P indicates the 
interpretation as processes. 
Basis This is assumed due to consistency among the nullary operations 
c. 	 Thus for B = c.)¼1...X 
((c1X1...){iJ) = 
and  is of sort 	 and is the process 
Induction step either B = EJE with 	and E2, or B 
= 
with ,E1 or ' =. 
24 
Case 1 E = E11E2 where P E1 and. E2 
((E11 2)ç'3 ) 
= 	 by 
= (Ell 	)PI?(E2[1)? where 	is a process operation 
= (E3/c ) 	(E2 	/4 ) by induction hypothesis 
= (E1 jE) 	by Lemma 5.2.3 
= E/c by our interpretation , as required. 





E 	''6 where \~I is now a process operation 
= 	 by Lemma 5. 2.4 
= (E1\) 	/o} 'by P, as required. 
Case 2.2 
= (E 	 by P 
= (E1/3 )\P by induction hypothesis 
= (E1 \)/ by Lemma 5.2.5 




(E1[/ )P since P,FP 1 
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by induction hypothesis 
= (E1P\)Sf/o bY Law (F3)  since f,rftl  
= (E1\ )/3as  required. 
Hence (Efj/a]) = E 	by structural induction. 
(d) 	(E\) P = E P\ctwnere \d is a process operation 
= (E/)\by (b) 
= (E{/]) \ by (c) 
= 	 as required. 
Hence E\= 	 Law (F6) when syntactic Eval is 
interpreted as 	3 
Since we have all six laws in our process algebra, processes are a 
flow algebra. 
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:o,f>, where f = K. 
Since termination implies the inability to communicate further, it 
is natural to adopt 0 as the renewal of a terminating capability. 
T:<o,f> may be written as'. 
We have the following definition for a process which always 
terminates. 
A process p:L is finite iff '6L and Vm€p either m = ry 
or m = c: u,f>,-7L' and fv is finite for every v. 
We also have a definition for a process which sometimes 
terminates: 
A process p:L is terminable iff'L and. Imep .either m = 
or m = :<u,f>, 	and fv is terminable for v. 
These two definitions do not take into account the termination 
caused by a capability :<u,f> for whic4 d,~_^e and. fv =0 for some v, or 
if p =0. If 0 never occurs except within" 2 then 
finite p 	terminable p and 
terminable p 	finite p, directly from the definitions, 
6.2 	Computation tree 
A commonly used method for ino•mally describing non—deterministic 
computation is to consider this computation as being represented by a 
tree. A number of branches emanating from a given node will correspond 
to the number of choices the computation can make at this point. A 
<u, v1> 
I.; 
given computation sequence will. be represented by one path through 
such a tree, the path being infinite if the corresponding computation 
sequence is infinite. Processes shall be represented by trees as 
follows: 
The computation tree P which corresponds to process p:L is 
defined by 
i) the root of T is named by process p, 
each subtree of T belongs to one forest of subtrees where 
2.1) each forest corresponds to one capability of p 
2.2) each tree 
Tfv  in the forest which corresponds to 
capability c4:u,f>€p will itself correspond to 
renewal fv, for each 
the are from the root of P 
p 	 fv 
to the root of each subtree T is 
named by the triple o(:Ku,v>, when Tfv  is in that forest corresponding 
to Ju,f>Ep, and v, 
This definition allows for an infinite number of arcs out of 
any node. The first component of an.arc name is the are label. 
Asan example, let the process p be defined by 
p:o, 	= 	u,f>,:<xKp>, and the corresponding computation tree 
will be  
p 
L :<u,f>forest 	 :<x,Kp>forest 
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where Tf 	..o.,Tf will be a possibly infinite number of sub- 
1 n 
trees, one for each v.E1 . As VP 1 then our forest corresponding 
to capability 13:<x,Kp> will consist only of the single tree T. The 
subtrees Tfv ,...,Tfv may have all the paths emanating from. them 
1 	n 
being of finite length, but since T is defined recursively we shall 
have at least, one infinite path in this example. In the above tree 
T , we use the notation T to represent subtree T p 	 m 	 m 
For a finite process each path of its corresponding computation 
tree will end with an arc named by':<o,o>, leading to the node named 
by 	which has no arcs emanating from it. 
The tree corresponding to a terminable process will have at 
least one path which ends with an arc named by:<o,o> leading to the 
node named by with out-degree zero. 
For pure synchronisation process s:L (where TJ = V =o? for 
each A€L), then it is sufficient to name the arcs of the computation 
tree P2 by the labels alone. Each forest corresponding to a 
capability of s will then consist of only one tree. For example 
consider the process s45,v3which models a binary semaphore and 
is defined by 
S = 	p:<o,Ks'> 
where s' =v:(o,Ks4. All the capabilities of s and its renewals 
are synchronisers. The computation tree corresponding to s is then: 
S 
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Trees corresponding to pure synchronisation processes will be known 
as synchronisation trees. 
Computation trees Ma Z form a flow algebra with a homomorphism 
es 
from the algebra of rocessto the algebra of such trees. This tree 
algebra will not be considered but computation trees will be used when 
discussing sequences of communications and also in our scheduling 
technique. 
We can consider a computation tree as producing a set of words 
which are those sequences of arc labels which we meet as we progress 
down any path of the tree from the root. These possibly infinite 
words constitute the language of a tree, and we may denote the 
language of tree T by (T). 
The language of a tree T will consist only of words of finite 
length if p is a finite process; and will contain some words of 
finite length if p is a terminable process. We may then define 
an infinite process by: 
Definition 
A process p is infinite if  L(T) is a set of words of infinite 
length. We may note that infinite p 	(finite p)A(-1termiabIe p). 
This follows from section 6.5. 
6.3 	Combinators for terminating processes 
The I and 11 combinators are inadequate when used with finite 
or terminable processes. When two agents compute concurrently we 
require ihat if one agent terminates before the other all remaining 
computation is due to the later. Computation of the two agents 
consequently ceases, only when both agents have finished computing. 
We define new and 11 combinators which produce terminating 
capabilities only when both processes contain terminating 
capabilities. Should one of the processes be infinite the 
resulting process is infinite and no terminating capabilities 
remain as members or members of renewals, although 1' will be a 
member of the resulting sort. 
Definition 
:LxL 	L1uL2, 	 is defined by 
for any i,j>,o such that 
ij. 
The "join" process J.. is defined by 
is the substitution operation defined in the previous chapter. 
The join process essentially accepts renanted terminating 
communications labelled by T
i and T and produces a termination 
capability only when both the processes p and q have communicated 
along the 	and t. lines. These communication lines are then 
removed. 
We define t analogously with the definition of 
Definition 
L1xL2—L1tiL2 - (L.10L2) is defined by 
q = (Pi'q)\c1o..\c where L1,L2 = 
	110000n1n 
We have the following lemma, due to this definition: 
Lemma 6.3.1 
pkq = (({'t'i' J 
for any i,jo such that ir/j 
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Proof 
	
pq = (pq)\ 1.00\ 	where L1.L2 
by definition of 
= 	
q 	 S 
by definition of 
= 	[(p 1/'t[ qi'( J1 )\ 1 
by Law (F4) 
= 	[(P/ 	q/)\c1oo 	nj i i j ]\Ti\yj 
by Laws (P3) and (P5) 
= ~(p 	q 	J, j]\,V,\,tj 
by definition of II 
A property of and 4 is that they behave as and in 
the absence of terminating capabilities 
Lemma 6.2.2 
For 	:L1x:L2-L1uL2 and ,' :L1xL2-L1vL2 and 'yL1uL2 then 
Proof We show that Vp:L1,q:L20 p'q = pi q0 
pq = 
by definition of 
= 
by Lemma 5.2.4 andL1uL2 
= ((pq)\ 1\) (j12)\ 1\ 2 
by Law (P5) as TV It 
1 L1 and 2X2L2 by definition of 
= (k)l (J12)\'1\\; 
by Law (F3) 
= 	pq by definition of \L and J 12 
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Lemma 6.3.3 
For II :L1XL2-4L1uL2 (L1,L2) and. ,' :L1xL2-3L1uL2—(L1.L2) and if 
L1uL2 then 
Proof We show that Vp:1;1,q:L2.pJq = p'q / 
p-'q = (pq)\ 1.,©\ 	where L1.L2 
= 
by definition of 
= (pq)\o1.e.\cx 
by Lemma 6,3.2 as'L1uL2 
= p q by definition of IJ 
6.4 	Properties of termination. combinators 
To enable .4' and Ir  to be used freely, certain properties are necessary. 
Theorem 6.4.1 (associativity of 
p,- (q..{' r) 	= 	(p,(' q),' r 
The following lemmas are necessary in the proof of this theorem. 
Lemma 6.4.2 
q ; 	rnn"mn 
= Mri /yJ I q [-t i/ ~̂J I 3 ij 
Vi,j,m,n where itj and. m/n. 
Proof Immediate from Law (F6), the definition of J d,1p J and the 
definition of the join process. 
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Lemma 6,4.3  
( 12t 3'lJ34)\ 3  = (J2423/3 
Proof (J123/''3J 34)\' 3  = 
2:  <OA 4
T.<o,4't 1.<o,K  
2 <O,K 1  : <o,K 4: <o,K'' > )> 
;.<o,K i0,2o,KIi>h?, 
. 40;4'2.<01ihi:<o,K  
'1:(o,K4 (o,KL2:.<o,K  
by definition of [, \ 3 and the join process 
= (J24 3M1J13)\ 3  again by 	and the join process 
Proof of theorem 64.1 
pi'(q'r) = 
'"3I (q,' I 	1 78  
by the definition of ,'using Lemma 6.4.2  
= 
where s= (p 5 / I47l} \r{ 1'\786i I56 
by Laws (Fl), (F2), (F3),(F4),(F5), 
(s[/' 5-
3 	L73 	4 
by Laws (F4) and (F6) 
W 
by definition ofo/and Lemma 5,2.3 
Now 
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(p'q)'r = 
(p 1/} 	 \r4/ J34)\3\'4 
by definition of ..J' and Lemma 6.4.2 
= (p1/J 
by Laws (Fl), (P2), (P3), (P4), (F5) 
=1 	2/) r4/3I 
by Law (P5) 
= 	((' I q;'} \'4'})31 
by Lemma 6.4.3 
= (.-) by Law (F5) 
= p,(qr) 
Theorem 6.4.4 (commutivi-ty of,') 
= 
Proof Immediate from the definition of and Law (Fl). 
Theorem 6.4,5 (associativit) For p:L1,q:L2,r:L3  
p,'(q4j'r) = (p,j'q),r 
where (L1 L2 	 = 
Theorem 6.4.6 (commutivity of 
pq = qkp 
These theorems follow immediately from the definition of kand 
the commutivity and associativity of ,', in a manner identical to 
that used to prove the commutivity and associativity of 
II in the 
appendix. 
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We do not examine properties of these combinators further 
but we expect certain properties such as 
is finite 4=p is finite and q is finite to hold. 
Termination and deadlock 
In our definition of finite and terminable processes we do 
not consider the termination which is causedby such capabilities 
as 	 where 	and fv =, for some v. But capabilities 
similar to this do appear in our model, usually due to the 11 and 
combinators. 
If a process p (or its renewals) contains such a capability 
then(T) will contain a finite word whose right-most letter isa. 
By our definitions insection 6.1, p will neither be finite nor 
terminable. We say that p may deadlock. 
Definition 
p may deadlock iff (T )contains a finite word whose right-
most letter is not. We now have that 
(iinfinite p) 	(finite p) v (terminable p) V (p may deadlock). 
To see how processes which may deadlock arise, consider the 
following example. 
Suppose p: o(,(3 and 	 where 
p 
q = 
then p q = , by definition of 
9 7 
Intuitively, p and q can only communicate on their 
interconnecting communication lines;, but p wishes to communicate 
on the 	line and q on the cL line. These two processes try to 
communicate with each other but fail due to the inherent 
synchronisation of our and II combinators, The outcome of the 
attempted communication between p and q is then the empty set; 
this is another form of termination. This termination differs 
from the explicit termination explained above, and is due to 
some required communication failing to take place. This may be 
thought of as corresponding to deadlock, as used in the operating 
systems sense. If a number of communicating processes terminate in 
this fashion, then the agents which they model can be said to 
deadlock, and the processes themselves may be considered to have 
deadlocked. 
Deadlock in the operating systems sense can occur when we 
have two agents M and N trying to access some shared resource R. 
If M waits for N to access the resource first and N waits'for N 
to access the resource first, deadlock occurs. Let M, N and R be 
modelled by the processes m, n and r respectively. As an example 
let these processes be defined as follows: 
= 
P2' 2' 	= /32:<x, Ay. n 
, 1:<x',ky'. 
Now m 11 n r = m 11 (n .11 r) by associativity of If , as the sorts involved 
satisfy the restriction that makes 11  associative. As nit  r4j31,Y1,= 
then rn/f nil' =0; and. our processes have deadlocked. 
If p q = , then p and q may not immediately deadlock but may 
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then p 	= a1b by definition of 11 and allb=. 
Unfortunately the Smyth ordering which we use in our model 
prevents us from modelling deadlock properly. Suppose that we have 
two processes p,&, 	and q: 	defined by: 
p = 
q = 
and pjq = 
by the definition of 
= 
again by the definition of II 
But the agents modelled by q and q may become deadlocked since 
3:<x,Xy.p 1 :<v,u.q> = 
where j3:<x,)y.p'cp., But for any process m, mmuØ, where 
is the equivalence induced by the Smyth ordering due to 0 being 
treated as "top" in our cpo. This identification loses us the 
information that p II q may become deadlocked, hence p q does not 
faithfully model the behaviour of those two agents which may become 
deadlocked. This deficiency of our model means that we cannot tell 
when p II q Lay deadlock, although we can tell when p qaways 
deadlocks; namely p 1k = 0 
This shortcoming of the Smyth ordering in failing to let us 
model deadlock properly is a major fault of our model. It may 
therefore be necessary to use the Milner ordering in our model if 
we wish deadlock to be dealt with correctly, although does not 
"fit into" this ordering as the maximum element as it does with 
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Smyth' s. But there are advantages to be had with the Smyth ordering 
and these have been mentioned in Chapter 3 
The property that for any process p, then puy = p, which 
causes the deficiency of our model mentioned above, is found to be 
useful in producing a scheduling technique, which is described in 
Chapter 7, 
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CHAPTER 7 
SCHEDULING PROCESSES 
Scheduling the actions of a number of concurrent computing 
agents according to some algorithm is a commonly occurring - 
feature in the treatment of concurrency. 
If processes are to model concurrent computation 
adequately we must be able to represent this scheduling of 
actions; but for processes to be a good model of concurrent 
computation one requirement is that scheduling must be dealt with 
in a uniform and intuitive manner. 
As we model concurrent computation by synchronised communication, 
to prevent unrestricted concurrency among a system of process we are 
required to control the order in which these processes communicate. 
The implicit synchronisation present during communication (due to 
our and 11 combinators) is not always adequate for this purpose. 
In our treatment of scheduling among a system of processes we 
utilise a special process known as a scheduler. A scheduler and 
its renewals contain only pure synchronisation capabilities which 
we call synchronisers. The scheduler specifies in what order 
communication takes place both among the processes in the system 
and between these processes and the outside world. 
7.1 The scheduling technique 
Given a number of processes p1,....,p we may wish them to 
communicate in some well—defined manner specified by a scheduling 
algorithm. Special synchronisers known as scheduling synchronisers 
are, added to 	 and are used to communicate with our 
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scheduler (which models the scheduling algorithm) via the 11 or 
combinators. Schedulers and their renewals consist only of 
scheduling synchronisers. Scheduling synchronisers are identified 
by being labelled by scheduling labels, which are distinct from the 
usual ones. 
Our scheduling technique for PlwIPn  given a scheduler 
s:S is as follows: 
(a) add scheduling synchronisers labelled by members of S to 
p19 09. 1 p (according to some rules which are given later) to 
get processes 
let 	 communicate among themselves via 1, 11  , 4' or. 
, just as p1, ... ,p would do if unrestricted, concurrency were to 
be allowed, to get the process SCHEDULE; 
let SCHEDULE communicate with scheduler s by using the 
combinator if ' 	sort of SCHEDULE, or 41' otherwise. 
The scheduling synchronisers added by (a) are used for one of 
two reasons; either (1) they are used by sto control entry to the 
renewal of that capability now labelled by a scheduler label - this 
is guardin, or (11) they are used to indicate to s when certain 
communications, with renewals labelled by a scheduler label, have 
taken place - this is monitoring. 
Assume that 
17 	
communicate among themselves using 
or 41' to produce the process UiJRESTHICT:L which allows 
unrestricted concurrency. The process SCHEDULE will then be of sort 
LuS and 11 (or 4 if 6 L) is used to let SCHEDUlE communicate with 
s along these scheduling lines to get the process 
RESTRICT:L = SCHEDULE\S 
The scheduling synchronisers added in (a) are thus removed. 
by (c) giving us a process of the same sort as UNRESTRICT. 
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This scheduling technique therefore filters—out a number of 
the capabilities (and capabilities of renewals) of the process 
UNRESTRICT which results from the unrestricted concurrency among 
the system of process p1,...,p n. We have then that 
L(TRESTRICT) 	 ii-  it w& 
(TscDF) will differ fromL(TRESTRICT)  only in that it will 
have certain scheduling labels distributed among the other labels 
that go to make up the words in the language. If we consider a 
set of words identical to ,(T SCHEDULE 
 ) but with all non-scheduling 
labels removed, then scheduler s can be said to p,ermit only certain 
words in this set. We have the following definitions: 
Definition 
A scheduler s:Sermits an infinite wordo iffE(T5), where 
a(.)1 = ac, 
Using £ for the empty word we have the following definition for 
finite words. 
A scheduler s:Spermits a finite words iff'ETERM(T5)), 
where ad = a, . = and TERM is defined by 
TERM(m) = {a,ab,abc, .... 
I 
abcd .... em 
Thus a scheduler permits an infinite word if it has an identical, but 
complemented word in the language of its computation tree. A 
scheduler permits a finite word a' if c' is an initial segment of a 
word in the language of the tree. 
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The following definition on words removes labels belonging to 
a certain set. 
Definition 
REMOVE B(a&)  	= 	REMOVE B() if aB 
	
= 	aREMOVEB ( if aB 
REMOVEB(ao') 	= 	REMOVE B(v')  if aeB 
= aREMOVEB(d) if a'B 
REM0VEB(.) 
Our scheduling technique is such that: 
L(TREsmICT) = IREMOVE 	L(TSCDE)As: permits RE10VELS() 
where UNRESTRICT is of Sort L. 
As a scheduler is used to specify that set of words to be 
permitted we may also think of it as representing the behaviour of 
some automaton which accepts the same set. The e11—understood 
notion of accepting automaton can then be used to produce our 
schedulers. 
7.2 	Regairements fora scheduler.  
Greif [Gre 21 views scheduling of a number of concurrent 
computing agents in a somewhat similar manner to that which we 
adopt. She considers only partial orders on events; while we 
control only certain communications of our processes. She also 
mentions the requirement for the histories of events to determine 
the next events; while we require that the communication between 
the scheduler and the system of processes is dependent on previous 
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communication with the scheduler. 
Greif also indicates the 'need for a method of scheduling where 
the "correctness" of the scheduler is immediately apparent with 
respect to some informal scheduling description, due to the model 
being "consistent" with reality. 
This we would argue, is one of the desirable features of the 
process model; that our scheduler can be abstracted out from the 
rest of the model as a process and so be produced from some less—
formal scheduling algorithm. The question of correctness (in some 
sense) of a scheduler process will not therefore arise; the scheduler 
will be taken to define the scheduling properties directly. 
Analogously, we may consider the context—free language 
defined by production S.EoSo1Sl 	This production defines 
the set of palindromes of even length over {o,l, and is probably 
as good a definition of palindrome as the less formal definition "a 
string of even length unchanged by reversal". 
Two necessary properties of schedulers appear to be that 
current scheduling depends on previous scheduling, and that some 
method of counting is necessary to control a number of similar 
processes. 
This first requirement is easily seen to be necessary as our 
scheduler will control the orders of communication among a number of 
processes, some communication 'being dependent on previous communication. 
Our process model has been designed with this "order of events" in mind. 
The second requirement is needed when we have several 
occurrences of the same process among those which we wish to 
schedule. For instance, we may require a scheduler to control 
a number of identical processes accessing some shared resource process. 
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We must therefore produce schedulers parameterised on some local 
store which can be used to hold a count of the number of processes 
accessing the resource. The semaphore example of Chapter 2 is an 
,example of this for a single integer count. But integer counters 
may not be adequate for certain schedulers and other data 
structures such as stacks and queues may need to be-used. The 
choice of structure would be made to allow for the best mathematical 
presentation of our scheduler and not for its implementation. 
We now show how accepjng automata are used when producing 
schedulers. 
7.3 Acceptors 
Given a number of processes which we wish to schedule, 
together with some scheduling algorithm or rule which defines 
the order in which certain communications involving these processes 
may take place, we can define an automaton, known as an 
An acceptor "accepts" those possibly infinite words which form 
ttcorrectu sequences of communication labels according to the 
scheduling rules. The behaviour of this acceptor can be 
represented by a scheduler. 
An acceptor consists of an infinite input tape, a finite state 
control and an auxiliary memory. An input head reads the input tape 
from left to right and the memory can be any type of data structure 
and will be initialised before the acceptance procedure begins. 
We assume a finite memory alphabet and that at any point in time 
we can finitely describe the contents and structure of memory, 
though this memory may be arbitrarly 1rge, 
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The type of memory determines the name of the acceptor, for 
instance a pushdown stack acceptor. The finite state control 
dictates the behaviour of our acceptor and so determines our 
scheduler. The control is a finite set of states together with 
a function of how these states are transformed for given tape 
values and contents of memory. It is adequate for.our purposes 
to have our automata deterministic and. so our state-transformation 
function will be single-valued. Note that this function S will be 
partial, i.e. it is not defined for certain arguments. 
Definition 
An acceptor automaton (or acceptor) is a 6-tuple 
A = (Q,z,M, ,q ,m ) where Q is a finite set of states with 
the initial state; 	is a finite input or tape alphabet; M is 
some memory set with m the initial memory; S is a partial 
function from QxMx to QxM. 
Definition 
A configuration of an acceptor A is a triple (q,m,) in 
QxivIxZ°° for infinite input tape, or (q,m,d) in QxM*  for finite 
length input tape. 
Definition 
A move of acceptor A is represented by the symbol I- between 
configurations and is defined by: 
(q,m,a) i- (q' ,m',) where (q,m,a) = (q' ,m') for ac 
and co eZ*o and 
(q,m,ao) i- (q',m',a) where &(q,m,a) = (q',m') for a€Z 
and ø'C-Z. 
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For a configuration (q,m,aw) or (q,m,a') Smay be undefined 
for argument (q,m,a) as it is a partial function. No move is then 
possible and our acceptor halts. The words aco or a& are not accepted. 
in this case. 
We have the following definitions for acceptance: 
Definition (infinite) 
For an acceptor A, A accepts co from g,m iff there is an infinite 
sequence of moves 
(q,m,ø) - (ql?ml TCO  
Definition (finite) 
For acceptor A, A acceptscr iff there is a finite sequence of 
moves (q,m, dd') . .... _ (q,m, a") where n 	, and c? is some 
finite or infinite word, possibly 6 
In the definitions of acceptance of finite and infinite words 
q and m need not necessarily be initial. These definitions cause 
finite left—most portions of words to be accepted even although 
none of the words themselves are accepted. 
A scheduler may now be thought of as representing the 
behaviour of an acceptor. 
The local memory used by an acceptor will be the same memory 
as the corresponding scheduler is pararneterised. on. For an acceptor 
A we may define a function behA  which gives us a process specifying 
the behaviour of our acceptor; this process is a scheduler. Acceptors 
can therefore be used when producing schedules, 
Definition 
For an acceptor A = (Q,,M,S,q07 m0 ) we may specify its behaviour 
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by the process beh(q)(m):, where behA  is defined recursively by 
behm 	d, .:Ko,K(beh(q)(m.))>\ l 	n 
where 	 (q.,m) 
As we can see, the process behqm is parameterised on memory 
M, as required. The words accepted by A have their labels complemented 
when they label synchronisers of behqQm0 and its renewals. This 
is due to the definition of 11 and.t which allow a scheduler-to 
permit certain words. 
We have the following theorem 
Theorem 7.31 
For an acceptor A= 	 0,m0), A accepts 
1ff behqm permits 6,where & is a word of finite length. 
Proof we shall prove that 
A accepts o' 	behq in 	permits, for all finite &  
and behqm 	permits cr 	4' A accepts&, for all finite o'  
Part 1 We assume that A accepts & for some finite ô' 	 (3) 
thus by the definition of accepts, there is a finite sequence 
of moves 
(q,m0,d) 
for all co , with I&I = n. 
By our definition of move, we have that 
(q,m09a1) 	= (q1,m1) 	) 	
(4) ) 




Thus by definition of behA, 
a1:<o,K(behq1m1)> e behqm 
) 
) 
a: (o,K(behq 	fl)>Gbehq 1m 1  
Hence from (5), and our definitions of £ , TERM and computation 
tree, 




A o o q m permits o , as required. 
Part 2 Assume that 
behqm permits, for some finite 
by our definition of permits, 
dc-TERM(L(Tbeh A q m 
o o 
and so ford = aa ..a 
12 	n 
by the definition of TERM, L and computation trees, 
an: <o,K.(behqm)>1Jehq1rn1 	) 
) : 
a1: <o,K(behq1m1) ebehm 
and so from (8), by the definition of behA 
= 	(q, m) 	) 
) 
) 
(q,m,a1) = (q1,m1) 	 ) 
and from (9) and the definition of - 
(qq ,m,a1...a).,.(q 1,m 1,a) 
and for all c 
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hence A accepts d,  as required. 
Thus from parts 1 and 2, we have theorem 7.5.1 as required. 
The next theorem is similar to 7.5.1, but for infinite 
words. 
Theorem 7.3.2 
For an acceptor A = (Q,Z,M,,q0,m0 ) 9  
A accepts w 1ff behq0m0 permits (0, 
for all infinite words ci 
The proof of this theorem resembles that of theorem 7.3  .1 and 
is omitted. 
In the above we see how the well—understood concept of 
finite automaton and the function behA  are used to produce a 
scheduler which permits those sequences of scheduling labels 
which the acceptor accepts. Schedulers may also be produced 
directly; this is in fact the usual method. 
L4... Linearisation of schedulers 
Here we define the linearisation of a process which is 
composed only of synchronisers, We then prove that scheduling 
a process p using any scheduler s has the seine effect as 
scheduling it using the linearisation of s. This result is 
used in the proof of. Theorem 9,3.1 which appears in Chapter 9, 
but is interesting in its own right. 
We define a function LINEAR which takes a process p:L, 
where c € L labels synchronisers in p and its renewals, and 
linearises it with respect to 	If p has the following 
computation tree 
— ill — 
Tp = 
I ' 
I \ \ 
I 	 \ 
forest MI  
forest1  
where forest1, ... ,forest correspond to all capabilities in p not 












- 	- .- 
where  q. = LINEAR(pi) and each subtree Tr  in forestj is replaced 
by subtree TLINEAR (r) in forest 1  .'. 
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Definition 
LINEAH:Lr3L, with d€L 	and U,,C = 	= 1, is defined 
by 
LINEAR,(p) = 	o:Ko,K(LINp)>I oL: <o,K(pt )>p 
u?:<u,Xv. LINEAR (fv)>1 X: W,  
where LIN: L-->L is defined by 
LIN(p) = ULINEAiç(p' )1&:<opIC(p t '>p 
Thus LINEAR(p) will contain only one synchroniser (if any) labelled 
by o(. Similarly with its renewals. IfL then LINEAR,1(p) = p. 
Definition A process p:L, with€L where tJ = 	11 is linear 
with respect too', iff p = LINEAR(p). 
Theorem 7,4.1 (pmmutiviti 
LINEAR ° LINEAR 	= LINEAR 	LINEAR 
1 
The proof of this theorem is in the appendix. 
Definition A process p:L, with 	 where 
Ual = VCK,= •.. = Uen = 	= 1, is linear with respect to 
if f p = (LINEAR ° ... ° LINEAR, )(P). 
This definition relies on Theorem 7,41, 
The corollary following theorem 7,42 illustrates that a scheduler 
and its linearisation with respect to its sort are equally adequate 
when used by our scheduling technique. 
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p 11 q = p jj LINEAR(q) 
The proof of this theorem appears in the appendix. 
Corollary 7.4.3 For p:L and 's:S, where s is a scheduler, 
S = {oi,.o.o1n 	and 	L, then 
II s = - p 11 (LINEn...° LINE_ 
1 
This follows from repeated use of Theorem 7.4.2. 
Theorem 7.4.2 and Corollary 7,4.3 hold due to the fact 
that 
L(T) = 
This result is immediate from the definition of L,  T and LINEAR 
The following chapter illustrates the use of our scheduling 
technique. 
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CHAPTER 8 
PRODUCING SCHEDULERS AND USING THE SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE 
As an example we consider how to produce a scheduler which 
satisfies the second readers/writers problem of Courtois, Heymans 
and Parnas [Cóu]. This example also illustrates the use of an 
acceptor in producing the scheduler and the technique by which 
scheduling lines are added to processes to enable schedules to. 
control them. Often schedulers will be produced directly; that 
is, without using an acceptor and the function beh. The dining 
philosophers problem is used as an example of this later in this 
chapter. 
8.1 The second readers/writers problem 
We have a number of processes 	 which wish, to share 
some resource process in a well—defined manner. These processes are 
either r,eader processes or writer processes. The definition of these 
processes does not concern us except that we note that they are finite 
and are amended by the. scheduling labels rd, rf, wt], wt 2'  wf. The 
labels rd, wt1, wt are guard labels; rd guarding reader processes and 
and wt 
2  guarding writer processes, rf and wf monitor the finish 
of reader and writer processes respectively. All the reader processes 
will use the same scheduling labels and similarly all the writers will 
use the labels wti, wt 2  and wf. Let us call the reader and writer 
processes which have these scheduling lines added the read and write 
processes. Two guards control entry to the write processes since we 
are required to schedule two separate features of writer processes; 
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scheduling labels rd, rf, wt1, wt 21  wf, 
RW = 	f q,q1,q2,q3},rd,rf,w 1,wt2,wf},N,&,q0,o> 
where Nis the domain of natural number and our memory is a 
counter which holds such a number, initially zero. 













(q1,i-1) where i>l 
(q2,j) 
(q0,o) 	where i=l 





Our scheduler which controls a number of reader and writer processes 
is then given by beh q o 
Rwo 
beh jqQ)o 








= 	rf:<o,K(beh(q1)j_l)> 	for j>l 
= 	rf:o,K(beh(q)o)>i 
= 
=ITT: o,K(beh,(q2)i_1)>JL for i>o 
= 	7:<o,K(beh(q0 )o)>1 
beh,(q)i and beh (q3)i are not defined for i=o since such"cases" 
do not arise and are thus irrelevant. 
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There is much redundancy in the definition of scheduler 
beh ,(qdo. The I l brackets, and the (o,K...,> prt of each 
capability can easily be removed since all capabilities in 
schedulers are synchronisers. This suggests a language for 
writing schedulers involving only labels and colons, and our 
function beh could be redefined accordingly. For instance, the 
last clause above could be written as 
beh v 3 
	 0 
(q )o = wf::beh (q )o 
We shall not in fact use this shorthand notation but note that it 
may be particularly useful for specifying scheduling rules as well 
as producing schedulers via acceptors. 
8.2 	Adding scheduling lines to processes 
Processes are altered by the addition of synchronisations 
labelled by scheduling labels, which allow a scheduler to exercise 
control on them in some required manner. These synchronisations 
are used by a scheduler for two different reasons; as guards which 
control when their renewal capabilities may communicate or as 
monitors which indicate to the scheduler when certain capabilities, 
which have this monitor synchroniser as the only member of their 
renewali have communicated. In the previous example rd, wt1, wt  
label guard synchronisaiions while rf, wf label monitor 
synchronisations. Guard synchronisations are added as follows. 
Gl: If p is a process whose communication we wish to control by 
scheduler s:S then we change p to the singleton process p' by 
making p the renewal of a synchroniser labelled by 
/ 
thus p' = 
G2: Guards may also be added to control when individual capabilities 
communicate. If we wish to control a capability :zu,f> which occurs 
in a process .q or its renewals, then we replace 13:4u,f> by the 
synchronisation '$:<o,K3:<u,f0> where WE S. Unfortunately this 
results in a great number of new labels being produced to label 
synchronisers. To avoid this and to enable scheduling labels to be 
distinguished from other labels we adopt the convention of making 
S = R' where R is a set of ordinary labels and H' ={.'teR. We 
can then add synchronisers in a consistent manner. When adding 
a guard on f:u,f> we may now replace this capability by the 
synchroniser 
Ml: Monitor synchronisa-Lions may be added to finite processes to 
indicate to the scheduler when they have finished all communication 
other than on thele line (which indicates termination and is never 
actually used in communication). Here we replace every t' :<o,K> 
in the finite process and its renewals, by ':<o,K:<o,K> 
where' Ale . 
M2: Monitors may also be added to indicate to the scheduler when 
a certain capability has communicated. To effect this we replace the 
renewal m of :<u,Av.rn'> by 	'<o,Km>,  and 	indicates to the 
scheduler when this '' has communicated. 
Usually we wish to know when all such communications have 
taken place and so every renewal of a capability labelled by 
will be replaced as above. Similarly with guards, we will wish to 
control all communications on the P line. Thus we replace all 
capabilities labelled by p say with synchronisers labelled by p as 
indicated above. 
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We give the following functions which add synchronisations 
as described above. 
Definition Gi 
FRONT,:L-4Lu1o 1} is defined by 
FRONT,(p) = 
Definition G2 
BEFORE , :L- L4 	is defined recursively by 
BEFORE 	(p) =X: <u,)v.BEFORE 
CL J 
(fv)> A: u, f>€p,Aj 
ot  
u' :<o,Kj3:<u,Av,BEFORE, 	(fv)>>If3:<uf>ep 
Definition Ml 
BACK,:L-+Lu{ 13 , whore 'L, is defined recursively by 
BACK,(p) = 	A :u,Av.BACK,(fv)>IA:u,f>€p,As 
where = ':0,KØ>. 
Definition 142 
AFTER 	:L- L43'1 is defined by 
01, 
AFTER 	(p) =A:<u,Av,A?rEI 
' 
,(fv)> l A:<u,f>Ep,X4 Ott P 
U la: 611 ~Vjrl 	K, AFTER 
These definitions prove useful when adding synchronisers in our  
scheduling technique. Often we will use BEFORE ,. and. AFTER 	for 
some labels o and 	, and this helps identify certain scheduling labels 
(i.e. ôo and?) with what they are controlling (oL and ). 
To illustrate the use of the functions in our scheduling 
technique we return to the second readers/writers example of 8.1. 
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8.3 S,nchronisersin the second readers/writers problem 
In this example we have a number of reader and writer 
processes accessing a resource. Let this resource be an unbounded 
integer store. When a reader accesses the store it sends the 
location of the value to be read, and the store returns the integer 
found at this location. When a writer accesses the store it sends 
both the value to be stored and the location for it, to the store. 
We can define a process store(s) as follows: 
store:N — P 
str,r 
- 
, -w} is defined by 
store(s) =:<o,A(n,locn).store(s with(locn/n))>, 
r:<o,Alocn.str:<s(iocn),K(s-bore(s))>> 
where N is the natural numbers and 
str -~N,l; r 	11 LOON; 	1, (NxL0C) and LOCN = N. 
s(±) is the contents at the ith location of the store while 
s with(i/n) is identical to s except that the content of location i 
is now the integer n. This notation is used to distinguish it from 
the more usual 	notation which we use only to relabel processes. 
Reader processes communicate with the store via the 
str lines, while writer processes use the u line. Reader and 
writer processes may carry out other actions but as we are only 
scheduling their access to store(s), for some initial s, weneed 
only consider their capabilities labelled byü., r and str. 
Reader and writer processes will be finite, as we schedule 
some of them to start communicating when others have finished; this 
does not make sense with infinite reader and writer processes. The 
combinator k will therefore be used, rather than 
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We have the nets 
r 	
reader 	
other communication lines 
str 
writer 
) 	other communication lines 
-1- 
(0 	 - 
We wish to add scheduling lines to guard. 'starting up" of 
reader processes and to monitor their termination, while we wish 
to guard writer processes in such a way that we can control a 
"request to write" separately from the "starting up" of the writer. 
This is necessary as our scheduler must satisfy the requirements of 
the problem specification in 8.1. We also wish to monitor the 
termination of writers. 
As we are wishing to schedule a number of reader processes; 
reader--1, ... ,reader-n and a number of writer processes; writer-I,.. 
..,writer--m we can use the functions FRONT and. BACK to add 
scheduling lines to produce the processes read-1,,.,,read-n and 
write-1, . .. ,writem. 
	




BACK (reader-i) ' 
and 	 * 
write-i = FRONTlvt , ° FRONT 	, o BACK (writer-i) 
1 	2 
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As we have used the convention of adding "dashes" to 
scheduling lines we must change our acceptor RV to allow for 
this. 
R:%/' is identical to Rtv' but with rd', rf', wt 1  1 1  wt 2' wf 







then satisfies the specification of the non—priority second readers/ 
writers problem, where 
and we allowbetween reader 
and writer process as we can assume that they will not inter—
communicate, but will all be finite. 
is the resulting process 
when no scheduling takes place on our system of reader and writer 
processes and unrestricted concurrency is allowed, 
A further example of the use of our scheduling technique 
in modelling computing agents containing scheduling requirements 
follows in the next section. 
8.4 The dining philosophers problem.  
This problem, which involves the scheduling of a number of 
agents, is due to Dijkstra [Dii 2]. It can be described. by: 
"Five philosophers spend their lives thinking and. eating. 
They share a common dining room where there is a circular table 
surrounded by five chairs,, each belonging to one philosopher. In 
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the centre of the table there is  large bowl of spaghetti and 
the table is laid with five forks as follows-.- o lows: 
On feeling hungry a philosopher enters the dining room, sits in his 
own chair, and picks up the fork on the left of his place. 
Unfortunately, the spaghetti is so tangled that he needs to pick 
up and use the fork on his right as well. When he is finished, he 
puts down both forks and leaves the room. The room should keep a 
count of the number of philosophers in it". 
We follow Hoare's[Hoa 3 solution to this problem by 
modelling the philosophers, the forks and the room. The processes 
which model these agents then interact via our combinator. 
Once again we abstract out the scheduling properties into a 
scheduler which communicates with the philosopher, fork and room 
processes along some scheduling lines. Thus we do not have our 
scheduler distributed among all the processes as Hoare does, and 
the correctness of our scheduler will hopefully be more apparent. 
'Our processes are as follows 
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philo.: 	 d5 ,leave } 
is defined recursively by 
philo1 	think4u,Kenter:Ko,Kf1:<o,K 
since philosophers sequentially think, enter the room, pick up their 
left—hand and their right—hand forks, eat replace left—hand then 
right—hand, forks then leave the room. Philosophers will repeat this 
sequence of actions forever. 	 - 
fork. 	1 : [f.,g.} is defined by 1 1  
fork 	 , since forks are 
repeatedly picked up and placed dom again. The behaviour of the 
room is only that of counting those philosophers entering and 
leaving. 	Thus we can define room(n):enter,leave by 
room(n) = enter:<o,K(room(n+l))>, leave:Ko,K(room(n—l))> 
As these processes only wish to communicate among themselves and 
never terminate we can use the II combinator to prevent their 
communication lines from being used by other processes. We then 
have the process 
dine 	((philoJ fork)) ( room(o), 
which models the behaviour of the spaghetti eating system, where 
ilpi = i ll -.4 P. 
This unrestricted concurrency unfortunately gives the case 
where all philosophers enter the room, all pick up their left-hand 
forks then 6,11 try to pick up their right-hand forks. They fail to 
carry out this action and so starve to death. We design.a 
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a scheduler to prevent this possibility from occurring. 
One solution is to allow a philosopher to pick up his left—
hand fork if the right—hand fork is also available. Our scheduler 
will therefore control the availability of forks. Synchronisers 
are added to fork processes to produce sfork processes. 
sfork. 1 :f1',61',f1,g1} is defined by 
sfork.= BEFORE1'.' i f . 	g1,g1' 
° AFTER 	(fork.). 
We now can define a process .sdine which is similar to dine but with 
certain scheduling lines added. 
4 
sdine = (J(philo.j sfork1))i( room(o) 
We wish to define schedulers s:S where S = ft', 	10i4 so that 
Lot all philosophers starve, ard so that no philosopher starves. We 
do not use an acceptor but define s directly. 
s = Sc(empty) where Sc:TRUTH5—P5, and empty = <F,F,F,F,F>. 
To ensure that not all philosophers starve, Sc is defined by 
4 
Sc (list) 
= Ul("stl=o—"'l'st(i+l)mod5=0)--.> 1 	
<o,V 




': <01 ~' C list w1t*'~P)((i+l)mod5/F))))>j 
sdine 11  s is then the process which models the spaghetti eating problem 
without all philosophers starving. This is due to the scheduler only 
allowing forks to be picked up in pairs. 	- 
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Unfortunately, due to the unfairness of our I and l( combinators, 
sdine s does allow some philosophers to constantly eat and think 
while preventing some others from eating. A scheduler to prevent 
any philosopher starving may be defined by changing 	3'. 	to: 
= allow where 
0 
allow. = 
:i 	q 1  
<o,K(allow (i+l)mod5)> > > 
We see-from this example that arbitrary schedulers can be 
imposed upon the same system of processes, controlling these 
processes according to different rules. 
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CHAPTER _9 	 14 
M[JLTI—LEVEL SCHEDULING 
2.1 	tile schedulers 
The scheduling techniques of Chapter 7 depends on certain 
added synchronisations and the scheduler itself "disappearing" due 
to the use of the 	or 41' combinator, The resulting process, the 
"filtered" process, may still contain synchronisations labelled by 
scheduling labels but these labels will differ from those removed 
by the II or  k  combinators. These remaining scheduling 
synchronisations may then be used by another scheduler to carry 
out further scheduling. This is known as repeated scheduling. 
But our scheduling technique assumes that no scheduling 
synchronisations (either those added to a process or belonging to 
a scheduler, remain after filtering, to ensure that the sort of our 
filtered process is the same as that of the original process. For 
this to happen with repeated scheduling, not only must the union of 
the sorts of our schedulers be the complemented set of the added 
scheduling labels, but the sorts of the schedulers must be disjoint. 
For schedulers S1:S1' and s2:S2' and a process p:AuS11oS2' 
which has scheduling synchronisations already added to it and where 
A contains no scheduling labels, then the filtered. process (p11 sl) 11 S2 
will only be of sort A if S1iS2 =, This is due to the definition 
of II . In order to allow p to communicate with S2  along all required 
lines and to prevent some of those lines from being prematurely 
removed by communication with sI 
 the following may appear to have 
the required effect: 
(ps1)Js2 or 	 S 
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But neither of these will be of the required sort A. 
p \\(lJ2)  will be of the correct sort but this is not repeated 
scheduling. This assumes that (s1j 	is some new scheduler 
capturing the effect of both s1 and s 2' (siIs2) does not in fabt 
do this but a combinator , is presented below where (s1gs2) is a 
new scheduler capturing the scheduling properties of both s1 and 
For us to be able to filter a process using a number of 
non—disjoint schedulers (actually schedulers with non—disjoint 
sorts) two different techniques may be employed; that of producing 
a single scheduler which satisfies the scheduling rules of two 
schedulers via a suitable combinator, and.that of adding further 
synchronisers to the process being scheduled to allow repeated 
scheduling. These two techniques will be shown to be equivalent. 
2.2 The R combinator 
For two schedulers s1:S1 and s 22'  we wish a combinator which 
produces a new scheduler s3.51u52 that combines the scheduling properties 
of boths and S2. If S1'S2 = then our combinator is required to 
interleave the communications of s., s 2 and their renewals in all 
possible ways. As s
l  and s 2  do not inter—communicate nor terminate 
the or combinators suffice. 
If S1nS2 4 	we may have the case that S1 	and 
S2 J11 ,r13. As the synchroniser 	<o,KJ':<.0.0'>1> 	in 
scheduler S1 implies that a communication on the c(' line precedes 
that on the f3 line, and as 	then s allows a communication 
on the ' line to occur in any order with respect to the o4l and 
communications, provided the c&' precedes the 	communication. 
If 	'o1K(V:<....'>> Eis 	and 
2 then our 
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scheduler S must be such that o' 	and communications can occur 
inany order provided (1) oLprecedes a communication and (ii) 
precedes a Pcommunication. If an a precedes a Y precedes a J3 
communication or a Y precedes an o( precedes a communication then 
both (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Thus 	:<o,Kfr:<o,Kr:<...> > > 
and 	 must be members of S3 These 
requirements in producing 63  are met by the g  combinator. 
The 	combinator between schedulers which we define below is 
similar to that used by Plotkin in[Plo2]. That.this combinator 
"correctly" produces a scheduler containing the scheduling 
properties of its component schedulers follows from Theorem 9.3.1. 
Definition 
:L1 L2—L1uL2 is defined for pure srnchronising processes 
only,by 
pq = 
U X:Ko,K(p&q1)>)X:o,Kq1 €q,XeL2_L1  
V A:<o,K(p1&q1)>jA <o,Kp1 p,ko,Kq1>Eq,eL1AL2  
For s1:S1 and s2.S2 then if S1rS2 = 	ss = SJ1 2 = 	This 
follows directly from the definitions of these com'oinators. 
If p and q are incompatible in the sense that no process 
can satisfy both the scheduling rules of p and of q, the 
combinator gives us the empty set. For example suppose that 
q = 
then p indicates that an communication shouldp recede a 
communication while q indicates the opposite, thus no process can 
satisfy both and pq =. 
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Our previous scheduling technique of Chapter 7 will be known as 
one—level schedulir 7 since we will filter out various communications 
from a process only once. The g combinator allows us to filter a 
process with more than one scheduler using the one—level technique, 
and prevents the problems of repeated scheduling which were mentioned 
in Section 9.1. 
But we may still wish to filter out various communications from 
a process on more than one occasion by using ,a number of non—disjoint 
schedulers. A technique for implementing this will be known as 
multi—level scheduling. 
.2 	Multi—level scheduling 
We introduce a new form of synchroniser known as a marking 
synchroniser. These will be added to processes just as our 
scheduling synchronisers were with one—level scheduling. Marking 
synchronisers "keep the place" in processes where we wish-to add 
scheduling synchronisers. These "places" are not removed when 
we apply 11 or ,{ to this amended process and our scheduler, so 
enabling us to add further scheduling synchronisers and carry out 
another level of scheduling. After all scheduling has been completed 
all marking lines are removed by a marker probess. 
Marking 1abels 	distinguished by a superfixed asterisk , just 
as a scheduling label is distinguished by a superfixed. dash . 
Marking synchronisers are added to processes using the BEFORE, 
AFTER, FRONT and EN]) functions, or else in an ad hoc manner. They 
are added in exactly the same places, to carry out the same functions, 
as scheduling synchronisers in the one—level technique. We define a 
function SCHED which adds scheduling synchronisers "after" marking 
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synchonisers in much the same way as the function AFTER. 
.L. - 
SCHEDB: (LUA*)(LUA*UB) 
where L contains no marking Or scheduling labels is defined, by 
scHrDB(p) = Jo :<u,Av.SC1DB(fv)>)o:u,f>€p,oB*t 
For our purposes the scheduling synchronisers could equally well have 
been added"before" the corresponding marking synchroniser. 
We now define a function FILTER which utilises SCI-D when 
filtering a process. 
Definition 
FILTER:B1 4((LuA*)_(LvA*)) 
where BA and L contains no marking or scheduling labels, 
is defined. by 
FILTER s p 	s SCrDB(p) ifL 
= 	s 'SCHEDB(p) if 'L 
Note that scheduler s is of sort Bt. 
Using the FILTER function we can effect multi—level scheduling by 
(FILTER S2 ° FILTER 1)q II markerA* 
where q:LUA* and marker A*:A* is defined by 
marker A* =0:o,1CmarkerA*>11€A')j. Similarly with 	. This process 
just "permits everything" and removes all marking synchronisers from 
(FILTER s 
2° 
 FILTER s1)q  via 11 or,j' 
The following theorem justifies our definition of 
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Theorem 93.l 
FILTER S 0 FILTER S1 	FILTER (ss
2.
) 
The proof of this theorem appears in the appendix. This theorem 
essentially states that multi—level scheduling is equivalent to 
one—level scheduling using the combinator. 
The following lemma allows us to prove a useful corollary to 
theorem 9.3.1. 
Lemma 93.2 (commutivity of) 
For pure synchronising processes p and q 
pq = q.p 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Law(Fl) in Chapter 5, 
and is omitted. 
Corollary 9.33 
FILTER s o FILTER s 	= FILTER S 2 o FILTER 
Proof FILTER s 2 FILTER S1 = FILTER (s2&s1) by 9.3.1 
= 	FILTER (SRS) by 9.3.2 
= 	FILTER s 1  4 FILTER S 2  
by 93.1, as required 
This corollary is a necessary feature of multi—level scheduling; 
that filtering out some communications fOrn a process with respect 
to one scheduler and then another should be the same as reversing the 
order in which the schedulers were used, 
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The following theorem is also useful when considering multi—level 
scheduling: 
Theorem 9,3.4 
(FILTER s p)JJq = FILTER s (p q) 
where p:LUA*,  s:B', q:M? B€A,Li1 and AM. = , that is, there are 
no common marking synchronisers in p and q and between their renewals. 
The proof of this theorem appears in the appendix. 
Informally, this theorem states that scheduling a process p 
using our multi—level technique and then allowing it to communicate 
with process q, is the same as if p and q communicate first and the 
resulting process is then scheduled, prov.ded that p and q do not 
contain common marking labels. This theorem can be extended to 
the case where-both p and q are scheduled by disjoint schedulers 
Theorem 9.3.5  
(FILTER S1 p) It (FILTER s2  q) = FILTER (s1&s2)(p II q) 
where p:.LUA*, q:MUC*, s l-' s2:D*, BSA, DC and ArC =q. L and. 
IL do not contain marking or termination scheduling labels. 
Proof 
(FILTER S1 p) II (FILTER s2 q) = 
FILTER s1(p (FILTER s 2 q)) 
by corollary 9.3.3 
= FILTER S1 ((FILTER 
S2 
q) lip) 
by commutivity of 11 
= FILTER bl. (FILTER s2(qjp)) 
by corollary 9.3.3 
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= 	FILTER s.1 (FILTER S 2 (p II q)) 
by commutivity of 1 
FILTER (s 1 R 2 (p II q) 
by Theorem 9.3.1, as required 
Theorems similar to 9.3.4 and 93.5 but using -j can also be given 
when eL and/or'M. As an example of the use of both the scheduling 
techniques and the theorems we give two process semantics for a 
concurrent programming language due to Habermann [Hab] and following 
from the work of Campbell and. Habermann LCamJ, and we prove these 
two semantics equivalent. As these two semantics only differ in how 
they deal with scheduling, details of the language and its semantics 
which are not concerned with scheduling are not relevant to the proof. 
These language details are included only to illustrate how the process 
model can be used as a semantic domain when specifying the semantics 
of a concurrent programming language. 	 - 
2.4 Denotational semantics of PPL 
We give two process semantics of the language PPL; the Path 
Program Language, This language is similar to the one given by 
Habermann [Hab] except that we leave out his & operator and also 
provide a simple syntax for the program body, involving concurrency. 
This language uses path expressions to schedule the occurrence 
of procedures present in the program body. A typical path expression 
is path a;b;c end; where a,b and c are procedure names. Such a path 
expression means that the only permissible execution sequence involving 
these procedures is: abcabc ,., . Other procedures can execute 
anywhere relative to a,b and c provided that restrictions due to 
any other path expression for the same path program are met. 
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Certain path expressions are regular expressions, and these expressions 
denote possible execution sequences. Thentax of PPL is defined 
as follows 
path program = body multipath; body 
multipath := path path and multipath 
path p_ath seqpath end. 
seqpath sequence sequence-. 
sequence ::= orelement orelement; 	sequence 
orelement ::= cond cond 	+ 	orelement 
cond ::= element I [bool1:element1, 
..,bool :elemen t,element  
n n 	 n+11 
element procname I 	(seqpath) 
procnanie ::= character+ 
character : a Ib! ....Iz 
bool var lop con true false 
con 0 	1 121.... 
var ::= m m ..., m 
lop I 	I I 	I 
body 	- :: = sproc sproc par body 
sproc procedure J procedure; 	sproc 
procedure prodname:exps I 	(body) 
exps exps.I assig; exps 
assig var 4— con 	print (var) 
This syntax, though simple, contains many familiar language features. 
We assume that the only tests allowed within our path expressions are 
integer tests using lop. 	The body of a PPL program is restricted to 
a number of procedures acting concurrently (via 	) and all that 
these procedures can do is to assign integer values to memory variables, 
or output some contents of memory. These simplifying assumptions 
allow us to concentrate on producing a process semantics, but other 
language features should be easily added. 
A semantics for PPL may be represented by a number of functionals 
taking syntactic arguments and producing processes. 
rr 	:pathprogram .- P 
-outl, ... , out n. "i 
for some integer n, the size of memory attached to the program. 
C.: con —N 
: 	body-+P out
1,... ,out uBI 
where B = I (names (body)) 
multipath 	
Cu 
where c=I (names (multipath)) 
61 : body 
—>P out1,  ... ,out3 
8: bool 
The functional ift is used to give the semantics of a PPL program which 
contains no path expressions; that is no scheduler is constructed to 
control those processes which are denoted by procedures in the 
program body.. The functional R is used to give the semantics of 
the body of a PPL program which does involve path expressions. Path 
expressions will be modelled by scheduler processes and the 
combinator is used (along with the . combinator) in an application 
of our one—level scheduling technique. 
The function I takes a set of procedure names and creates 
scheduling labels out of them by 1(B) = 'a_int,a_outt(a.eB. We 
create scheduling labels rather than marking labels as we are 
using one—level scheduling. 
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The function names is used to extract those procedure names 
used in parts of the syntax. It can be defined informally by: 
names [F(procname1, . .. ,procname)J( = procname1,... ,procnamej 
where F(procnamei,...,Procnamen) = body. 
The functions I and names are used by our scheduling technique 
to label scheduling synchronisers. 
The functionals 	C , 	, 	, fl , B 	are defined by 
mJJrnultipath; body] = ([ multipath] )body]j 
'iONITORA ll' NEMORY(b) 
where A= I(namesffbody]J - names{rnultipath) 
and 
n times 
m jfbodyjj = ftbody] 
ft fsproc par body] = 	LsprocJJ - fl {bodyj -' NEIORY (b) 
1. procedure;sproc]. = SERIAL( jprocedure ,'1Jsproc]j ) 
lLf{(body)Jf = [body] 
1j[procname:expsJI = LJexpsJj 
[assig; exps] = SERIAL((Lassig] , )jc-xps] ) 
LI[m.4-con]1 = u:<( C1con]1 
Clconl = con 
],,[print mil= 	r:<i,Kstr:<oXu.out:<u ,K 	 > 
sproc pf.r body] = 	-k.f[sprocJ 4 .body] 
ffprocedure;sprocJj = SERIAL( 	procedureJj , 	[sproc]J.) 
= 	J{bodyJ 
procname:exps 	
= BRACKET a-in' ,a-out' 	
procname:exps] 
where a = procname 
SE[path and multipathl = Spath 	$fmuitipathJ 
S[path seqpath end] = Y(As3ERi[AL( 3' jfsecrpath]J 1 s)) 
SJsequence*  ] = STAR( 9 {sequence] ) 
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f{oreiement;sequenceJ = SERIAL( S fforelement]J , S f[sequenceJ ) 
S J{cond. + orelement] = sEcondj u 910relementl 
S ftoo11:e1emen-t1,...,eiemen-t 	]J = 
COND( 63aboollL 	SlLelement1]1,COND(... 
C0ND( Sabool.]j , 	JLelemen-t)J , Sf[element+1]1))...) 
q(seqpath)]l 	S/JIseqath] 
= 	in' oKa oute :<o,K 	> >g  
where a = procname 
ftrue]1 = 
[fa1seJ1 = 
tBj{m.iop coni = 
) 
ff,K1P 	'1 
The following functions are used above: 
MONITORA:A = 	: 4o,K (IoNIToR)> \ ceA 
which removes via 4  extra scheduling lines added by , and not 
removed by S . This applies to those scheduling lines due to 
procedure names appearing in the program body and not in path 
expressions 
MEMORY:N1' - P 	
,r,str}  is defined by 
MEMORY (m) = 	: 4o, X(v, 1ocn)IEI1iORY(mEi/v)>, 
BRACKET 	:L- Lo, 	is defined, by 
BRACKET 	(p) = PRONT ° BACI(p) 
where FRONT and BACK are defined in Chapter 8. 
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SERIAL:LXM4LuM is defined by 
SERIAL(p,q) 	:<u,Xv.SRIAL(fv,q)>:<u,f>€p,oR 
vUqj€p 
STAR:L-3L is defined by 
STAR(p) = 	u SERIAL(p,STAR(p)) 
COND:(QuJ)xLxM- LUMLQ, where Q = 	 is defined by 
COND(ID,p,q) = 	:<o,)t.(t=tt)-p,((t=ff)-+q, --) 	t b 
This denotational semantics of PPL utilises a single 
scheduler gmu1tipa±h] which, 	. 	formed using our & combinator 
if multipath consists of more than one path. We then use our one-
level scheduling technique, that is in Symultipathl - kbodyj} 
An alternative semantics uses our multilevel scheduling technique. 
Alternative -semantics for PPL 
We may rewrite the syntactic clause for a pathprograxn as 
pathprograni: =bod.y path  and •.. and Path;boaY 
and leave the other clauses unchanged. This does not alter the 
syntax of PPL. 
We introduce two additional functionals 6 and 
C :multipath- (P5-+P5) 
:path-4(P5--'P5) 
where S 	J (names (body))uuout1,...tout ni 
and J(B) = a_in*, 	out*j ae.B1. 
The function J takes procedure names and creates marking labels 
out of them. These will be used by the function SCHED to add guard 
and monitor synchronisers to the process being filtered. The 
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functionals that we use in this semantics will be identical to the 
previous semantics except that werep1aceYtbyW and R by &' 
where 
rn.' ir path1  and ... and Path;bodY1I = 
(9ffpath1  and ... path. )' [bocyJ g M0NIT0RJ((bd))'fI... 
MEMORY(b) 
with b = 
n times 
fl'Jfbody]1 = l[body]J 
and RI is identical to R except for the clause 
rocname: e3cpsJJ = BRACETa in*,a_OUt *( 1jprocnaine: expsjj ) 
where a = procnane 
and are defined as 
Jfpath1  2Ld ... and Pathj = (path17{ )o...o([pathj ) 
[pathfl = XpEP
S .SCHED K(naxnes(pa h)) 	IT JIpath] 
where K(B) = fa—in, a_outla€B} and SOT-lED is 
defined earlier in this chapter. 
The definition of E and 	and the use of SCHED and marker 
labels, illustrate how multilevel scheduling on the schedulers 
J[path1 ,..., S/fpath] can be used in the specification of 
the denotational semantics of FPL. 
We would expect that ft and  JIL' are equivalent, for our 
treatment of the two semantics to. be consistent. The following 
theorem states this. 
Theorem 9.5.1 
For ft and t31L' as defined above, 
mpathprogram 	= ' fl' [pathprogram} 
The proof of this theorem requires the additional lemma: 
Lemma 9.5.2 For p:LUA*, BEA, 	L and L contains no marking or 
scheduling labels, then 
SCHEDB(p) IIMONITORA* z= DASH(p),j' MONITOR (A B) 
where MONITOR is defined above and DASH:LuA*.LuAI is defined by 
DASH(p) = :(u,Xv,DASH(fv)>J:u,f>ep,A*N 
<o,K DASH (q)> 	*:o,Kq>Ep, oc*A*J 
The function DASH is used to change marking synchronisers into 
scheduling synchronisers by relabelling. This lemma is proved in 
the appendix. 
Proof of Theorem 9.5.]. 
We argue by case analysis; 
Case 1 .pathprogrern = body 
then 1l/pathprogram] -. &I {bodyJ1 = 	pathprogram as required, 
by definition ofRmd Y1'. 
Case 2 pathprogram = path  and 	and path; body 
1LJ{pathprogram = 
S jfpath1  and ... and path]1, 	[Ebodyji 4 MONITOR A bLEMORY(b) 
where A = I (names(bocly) - names(multipath)) 
and 1(B) 	ia—in', a_out!Ia€B, by definition ofOfl, 
= ( ' Epathll 	 [paths ) t/bodyJj 4MONITORAf  MEMORY(b) 
by definition of 8 
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= 	(Sjfpath1Jl& ... &fpathJ  ).j' DASH(& 'bociy]I ) .jJ' MONITORA1I'  IVIEMORY(b) 
by dèfinit ion of DASH and ' 
= 	(Sjpath1 &. .&path ),IJ' DASH(' JJbodyJ1 ) 4 MONITORC t MEM0RY(b) 
where C = IC (names(body) - names(muitipath))' 
by definition of K, I and A. 
= 	('!jpath1]1 ... gffpath 11 )4' SCHED( 1 f[bOdy}j)' MONITOR EMEMORY(b) 
where D = K(names(muitipath)) 
and E = J(names(body)) 
by Lemma 9.5.2 and the definition of K and J 
= 
by definition of FILTER, as TE sort of &'JfbodyJ 
= 	FILTER( [path1  )o.. . oFILTER(Spath1  ) ('body ) }' MONITOR4 IIEI4ORY(b) 
by Theorem 9.3.1, n—i times 
= 	'fl path 0. . o[path1J (' [body1j) NONITOR. 	I.ZEMORY(b) 
since '.pathI p = SCH n.am  (±h)l 	
path 
FILTER(path]J)p, for te sort of p. 
= 	J[path1  and ... and pathJ (JJbodyJ)JjMONITORjIvIEMORY(b) 
by definition of S 
= 	rri' [[path1  and ... and Path;bodY 
by definition of M1 as required 
Hence M=— Wand we have a special case of the equivalence of our 
multilevel and one—level scheduling techniques. 
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CONCLUDING REMARXS 
We have produced a mathematical model for concurrent 
computation in which processes and the communication between. 
them can be studied. This model does not concern itself with 
practical questions such as implementation, efficiency and 
hardware constraints but rather tries to represent the primitive 
concepts of concurrent computation in a precise, intuitive way. 
Practical questions of concurrency are important but should be 
investigated in some other framework where the quantitative 
aspects of concurrency can be represented. 
Some shortcoming of the process model have been mentioned 
previously; for instance in Chapter 6 we point out deficiencies 
of the ordering used when modelling deadlock. Further work is 
therefore needed to allow us to model deadlock in a more accurate 
manner and in general to relate the model to the many practical 
problems of concurrent computation. 
The work reported in the previous chapters attempts to 
show in an experimental fashion that many features of concurrent 
computation are modelled effectively by processes. But to show 
whether our model is adequate as a framework in which to formally 
represent such real computing agents as operating systems, computer 
networks and hardware modules .will require extensive experimentation. 
Only •then will we know if our model is "on the right track" and only 
then will deficiencies of the model become apparent and thereby 
suggest a better model. 
It may be the case that other flow algebras are needed to 
provide a realistic model of certain features of concurrent 
computation. For instance a more operational flow algebra (such 
Ll 
0 
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as a flow algebra of computation trees similar to those in Chapter 
6) may be more suitable for some purposes than the algebra of 
processes. Future research should aim to investigate other flow 
algebras as candidates for "better" models and also determine what 
classes of concurrent computation are best modelled in different 
flow algebras. 
Finally we should mention that a flow algebra of nets 
([Mil 11 and [Mil 4]) which was suggested by the process algebra 
may be the basis of a programming language which utilises the 
full power of concurrency. This approach, from semantics to 
syntax, may well produce a useful language for concurrency 
particularly if it corresponds to a language developed from a 
more practical standpoint (such as that of Hoare [Hoa 3]). Further 
work in developing such a language would be valuable. 
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APPENDIX 
Many of the proofs by induction in this appendix are rather 
similar. Unfortunately we have been unable to find general results 
more powerful than those mentioned in Chapter L which might shorten• 
these proofs. They are therefore presented in all their detail. 
Theorem 1.5.1 for p:L and q:M pliq = i Pq 
where p1l q = (p)q)\c1...  
L.M 
= 1° L'l' 	'°n'° n 
and 
p 11 , C,= 	A:(u,Av.(fv H'q)>\XL-L.M,A:<u,f>Ep 
uJA:<xAy.(p 'r)>jAe M-L.M,\:<xg>€qj 
uU(fx I'gu) A,€L.M;A:<u,f>p,:<x,g>Eq 
Proof we show that 
Vp,q. 'r 1q)\ø1.. 	= 	for all io 	 (i) 
where L.M = 
Basis 
(p 0q)\0?1  ... \o n = .L by definition of \ 
= pll'q as required 
Induction step Assume (i) holds for scane i>o and show for 1+1. 
'i+11 ""n = 
U U(fxgu)\o IXGL$—AeM,A:4u,f >F-p, 	 '\0n 
by the definition of J, \o and the composition 
theorems and lemma 
= 	 ,A:<u,fp 
U 
	) :<x,Xy.(p .gy)\cx1. • "on\X €M-o(1,o1,. 
by the definition of\o12, 
by induction hypothesis since AGLAAM4 A,AeL.M. 
Hence (1) ,and so also the theorem by computation induction. 
The two definitions, of 11  are therefore equivalent. 
Theorem 1.5.2 Pjq = qIIp 
Proof for p:L and q:M and L.M = 
1k = (PIq)\c...\ 	by definition of 
= (qp)\ ... 	by Law (Fl) 
= q p as required by definition of II 
Theorem 1. 5.3 for p: L, q:M, r:N where (LnM )u(LAN)u(nMrN) = 
pjj(qjfr) = (pq)Jjr 
Proof p 11 (qJr) = (pj(qIj r))\A by definition of 
here A 	\d and 
	
1 	n 
ay. 14 	n N = L.(MuN-(M.N)) 
= (p((qr)\B))\A by definition ofil  
where B =\ ...\ pm  and 
m'rn 
= ((p\B)((qjr)\))\Aby Law (F3) 
n times since (M.N)L = 
= (p(qr))\B\Aby Law (F5) 
since (M.N)nL 0 again 
= (pjqr)\B\A by Law (F2). 
Now 
(pJq)jJr = (pqr)\A\r in a similar 
manner to the above where 
F= "1"'p  and 
11pp = N.(LuM-(L.M)) 
and  = 	 where S1 IT, I 	Tc j = L. M. 
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Now 	= \- where 	 and 
(N.(LuM-(L.M)))uL.M 
= 	(M)U(RnN)u(LniOu'(L,)u (M)(rN) 
by restrictions on the sorts L, M and N 
= L.(MoN -(M.N))uM.N 
by restrictions again. 
Hence \,&\P =\ 	= \B\A, thus 
(p \q) tj r = p t (q r) as required 
Theorem ),I.l(Composition) 
for F(p) = f(x)4)1(x),xep 	and G(q) = 
then G0F(p) 	gof(x) 2(f(x))A41(x),xEp 
Proof we require the following lemma 
Lemma 4..2 If S = 
and S' = 	C{f(x)lxX, P(x)true} 
then S = 5' 
Proof in two parts: 
S2.S' C(X)Xby definition of RC 
hence Y~Y' where S = RC(Y) and S' 
by set-theoretic [-I- 
hence S2 S' as RC preserves the property 
SS' Suppose that yeS. Then y2f(x) for some xRC(X) such that P(x)true. 
As XaX'€X by definition of AC then by- monotonicity yf(x') and P(x' )true. 
Hence yeS', and therefore y€SyES', i.e. SE-S'. Hence Lemma. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 11.4.1 we have that (Gof)(p) = G(F(p)) 
	
G(F(p)) = 	 trueL 42(y)true 
by definition of F and G 
= 	C(z) by Lemma 4.1.2, where 
Z = g(y)y4f(x)±Ep, 1(x)ctrue, 42(y)t 
4.. 
and z = 
by normal set—theoretic properties. 
Now 	1(x) true and 	 1ff 1(x)A 2(y)true for various 
alternatives of A 
For instance 
	
j.. ft 	or 	Al f t 
.L±f I 
f 	f f 	 f? ? ? 
I t tJ_? t 
where t is true and I is false. 
This gives us that 
Z = 	(gof)(x)xp, 1(x)A 2(f(x))true 
hence G0F(p) = RC(z) = 
as required 
Theorem 14.4.3 (Composition) 
for F(p) 	Uf(x) 1(x),x6p 
and 	G(q) = g(y)2(y),y€q 	then, 
GoF(p) = UGof(x)J1i(x),xGp 
f:DL—  PM, 	:D->D, F:L-3M and G:M-*N; 
where Ell, = (DR), for any sort R. 
Proof we require two lemmas; 
Lemma 14.4,1 u&c(z) = Rc(uz) 
Proof let S = tJc(z) and S' = C(uz) then the proof proceeds in 
two parts: 
suppose y6S, then ycT where TR 
and RZ, by definition of &C. 
Thus y€R and yUz, by definition of U. As kC preserves then yaC(UZ), 
hence SçS'. 
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S2S' suppose yS', then yx where xR and RGZ by definition of 
C and U. 
As yx then y€Y where YR (by ) hence YEC(z) by definition of RC. 
Thus yeU(kC(Z), by definition of U, hence 52 ST. Hence lemma as 
required. 
Lemma 14.14.5 
Let S = 0Cg(y)Jyf(x),2(y)rztrue }lxeX 1(x)true 
and S' = Cg(y)yEf(x),xex,41(x) true
- 
, 	(y)true 
then S = S' 
Proof we use the element wise argument, and proceed in two parts: 
SGS' 	if m€S then by definition of U, 
ms.&C{g(y)(yef(x) , 2(y) true } 
for some xeX such that 	true, 
By aC, m.g(y) for some y€f(x) and some xX such that t)1(x)true 
and 	2(y) true. 	Thus meS' and S€S' as required. 
if mS' then m2g(y) for some xand y such that x€X, yef(x), 
true, 2(y) true; by the definition of 6C. 
For such ay, 	 by definition of tC. 
Hence mGU~6ZCWy)i yGf(x)'42(y)g trueflxeX,4,(x)E~j true3 by the definition 
of U. Thus m eS'=> meS and S2 5'. Hence lemma 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 14.14.3 we have that 
G0F(p) = 
by definition of G, F 
= 	h(y)j42(y),ye&c(Uf(x)41(x) EZ true, x€pfl} 
by Lemma 14.14.14 
= g(y) 2(y),yfr(x)11i(x) true,xep 
by Lemma 14.14.5 
= 	 xp 
by definition of -(- and set-theoretic properties 
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= 	C(&C(y) 2(y)true,+1(x)rtrue, yf(x),xEp ) 
since RCORCM = RC(X) by definition of gC 
= 
by Lemma 14.1.5 
= 
by definition of 
= &C(UGof(x)\xeX,c1(x)t true}) 
by definition of G 
= 
by Lemma 4.4.4 
= UGof(x)( 1(x),x€X 
by definition of HA, as required 
Theorem 1.  .6 (Composition) 
for F(p) = Uf(x)Ii(x),xEp.  
and G(q) = 9g(y)H2(y),y€q then, 
FoG(q) = Ufog(y) 2(y)A 1(g(y)), yaq 
where f:DL->PM, :D -4D1 and P= P(DR) for any sort R, and A as 
in Theorem 
Proof 	Let F(p) = UP' (p)where F'(p) 	f(x)(+1(x),xepJ. 




by Theorem 	as required 
The following lemma allows us to define corollaries to the above 
composition theorems. 
Lemma 	(Composition) for F:S-L, p.:S andq:S 
F(puq) 	F(p)uF(q) 
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The proof of this lemma follows immediately from the interpretation 
of our set-forming construct and the usual set-theoretic properties. 
Corollary 1.4.8 
if F(p) 
and G(q) = g(y)H2(y),yq.l then 
G0F(p) = Jgof(x) 42(f(x))41(x)x€p 
U 
gof'(x) 2(f(x))A 1'(x),xGp 
Proof 	Let F(p) = F1(p)') F2(p) where 
F1(p) = f(x) 1(x),x4 and 
F2(p) = 
G0F(p) = G(F1(p)uF2(p)) 
= G0F1(p) 0 G0F2(p) by Lemma 44.7 
= 9of(442(f(x))A 1(x),x€p 
by Theorem 4.4.1 as required 
Theorem 7.6.1 
LINEAR a LINEAR 	= LINEAR o LINEAR 
where LINEAR 	 and 
LINEAR (p) 	h:(o,K(LIN(p))>1' :<o,K(p')'€p 
u:<u, Av. LINEAR (fv)>iA:u,f>ep,Al 
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Proof 
Show that for all p, 
(LINEAR 0 LINEAR )(p) = (LINEAR o LINEAR.) (p) 	 (i) 
If 	the result is immediate. 
If u-1 	(1) follows by computation induction from 
Vio.(LIN FAR o (LIN FAR )1)(p) 	(LINRoLINEAR)(p) 	(2.1) 
and 
Vio.(LINEARo(LINEAR).)(p) E (LINFAio LIN FAR )(p) 	(2.2) 
Proof of (2.1) 
Basis 
(LINEAR o (LINEAR)0)(p) = LIAR NE, 
by the definition of LINEAR 
(LINEABo LINEAR.)(p), as required 
Induction step 
Assume Vp. (LINEAR o (LINEAR ).) (p) 	(LINEAR? 
o LINEAR)(p) 	(3) 
for all ji 
(LINEAno 	
i+l 	= 
:<o,K(LINEAR° (LIN).)(p)>) (3  :KoKp'>ep. 
Uc:<o,K(LINø (LINEAR ).)(p')>j:o,Kp'>€p 
uX: CU, Xv.(L±NEpnô (LIN EAR )1)(fv)>A:u,f>Ep, 
(4) 
by composition theorem 4.4.1 and composition 
lemma 4.4.7. 
Now (LINEAR o(LIN).)(p) = 
(5) 
by composition theorem 4.4.3 
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while 
(LINo (LINEAR) .)(p') =U (LINEAR o(LINEAR j). 1)(p'')J 
oL:<o1Kp
15p' 
by composition theorem 
From (4), (5), (6) and induction hypothesis (3), 
(LINEARo (LINEAJ).)(p) 
(3 :<o,K( V(LINEAn ° LINEAR0)(p' 




U 	:<u,kv-.(LINEAR , o 
= (LiNEARoLINFAR)(p) 
	
by composition theorems 	 1 .4.6 and composition 
lemma 1.14.7. 
Hence (2.1), and (2.2) follows similarly by symmetry 
Theorem 7.6.2 For processes p:L and q:M, where o6M,oeL and 
tL=V =1 
Ik = 'pJLINEAR(q) 
Proof Using computational induction on 
Basis 	p 11.q = .L = p 11 0LINEAR((1), as required 
Induction step assume that p hq= p IJLINI(q) 	 (i) 
p Ili' 	ILAR( q) = 
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X:<u,)v.rv 	 4u,f>6p 
u ju:<oK(P 
UUfV 
utJp' JjiLIN (q):<o,K(p')>epc:o,K(q.t)>E,aj 
by the definition of 11 and LINEAR and composition theorems 
= 	J 	: fv llLIN 	(ca)>Ii\ L-M,\ : .uf>Ep 
u/A:o,K(p 	 (2) 
OLJfv JJLINEAR(gu) 
as (p&eM-)A çLko) 	= 	(tEM_L) , 
P' 	.LIN(q) = p' 
by using the definition of U 
hence 
U p t 
= Up' 
by composition theorem 2 
= 
using our alternative notation. 
Then 
(2) = X:<u,)v.fv 
uj.:Ko,1C(p 
uUfv 
by induction hypothesis (1) 
= p 	by definition of 11, as required 
The following Lemmas are used in the proof of Theorem 9.3.1: 
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Lemma Al For S:S and 
LIN 	(s3 s) = LIN 	(s)& 2 
where cc',-S1 and. 7'S2 
Proof LIN_( s.2) = 	 ) 1 2 1 
by definition of LIN-, 
= OLINn_.,(si2)1oLt:o,K( 5i t)>e.si 
by definition of & as 




by definition of LIN 
= 
by definition of U 
= V LINEAR ,(s' 	)l:<o,Ic(s ? )>6s 
by definition of LIN EAR and 	as o('S2 
= LIN ,(S1 S2) as required 
Lemma A2 For 	and s 2:32 
LIN W, S ) = LIN (s ) LIN 	2 c,1) 	2 	 l  
where eeS1 S2. 
Proof LIN (S RS ) = 
' 1 2 
cJ' :<o,K(,2'zS 1 
by definition of LIN and 4 , using composition 
theorem 3 
Now LIN (s1) LIN 
;it (s
2) = 
ULINEAR (s1')LNEAR 2t )f T oIc(s1t )>es1, C~l
t.<OK(S ?)>GS 
by definition of U and LIN_ 
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=ULINEAR. C SS 2 	I Z' :o,K( s1' )>&s, 
by definition of LINEAR and 4 when 'G.S1nS2 
= LIN-.. (s 1R ) as required 
Theorem 9.31 
FILTER S2 o FILTER S1 = FILTER (s2 s1) 
Proof 
We proceed in two parts, due to the definition of FILTER: 
Part lt'L prove Yp:LuA*, S1:B', 
SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) L( 	S2 	ScIDDB(p) J (ss1) 	 (i) 
where L contains no marking or scheduling labels, dtl~Land 
DuBGA. 
To show (1) we prove that 
Vp,Sl,S2.SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) f( s1)11 S2. SCHEDflB(p) IJ (s2 s1) 	(2) 
and 
Vp,Sl,S2.SCHEDD(SCREDB(p) ii Sl )11 S2 SCUEDD 	ii (s2 s1) (3) 
under our restrictions on sorts as in (i), using our elementwise proof 
technique. 
To prove (2) we prove that 
Vp,Sl,S2.SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) 	) 	SCHED 	) () 
for all io. 
Basis io; then SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) 	s1) =J... 	SCHEDDB(p) 11 (ss1) 
as required. 
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Induction ste2 For this it is sufficient to show that 
VP,Sl,S2.IUeSCHEDDB(P) 11 (S s 1 )==> mESCHEDD(SCHEDB(P))i s1) ll i82 
for some 1>0 such that 
SCHED D (SCHED  B(p) I( 8 ) Its) 	SCHED D B(p) 11 	 (6) 
where j<i 
By the definition of II , mESCHEDDB(p) If (S2&S1) in two ways. 
Case 1 ouXv.p'>p, where 	DB* 	 () 
hence :U,XV.SCHEDDB(PV)>SCHED(P) 
by definition of SCHED 
and me :<uv. SCHED  DB(p T ) I! 	 DuB 	 (8) 
SCBEDD B(p) 
by definition of f 
so either SCHED DB(p) 	L , in which case p J, thus 
SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) Ifs1) If.S2 	£ and 
m6SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) f s1) 12  as required 
or 
(s2s1)> 	 (9) 
From (7) since oLB*, 
o :<U,XV.SCHEDB(P' )>eSCEEDB(p) 	 (10) 
by definition of SCHED 
and as atr= L then OB t , 
Cz :u, Av. SCHED B(p t ) l s ESCHEDB(p) S1 	 (ii) 
by definition of If 
similarly 
O&:KU,XV.SCHEDD (SCHED B(P t ) If s1)  ft 11S2>&SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) ff s1) 11152 (12) 
by definition of SCHED and 
hence 
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oeL:<u,Av.SCH LID  DB(p t ) I1 (S2S1)>eSCHEDD(SCHDB(P) I1s1) 11s2 	(13) 
by induction hypothesis (6), monotonicity (M) and right closure 
(nc). 
Thus from (9) and (13) by C, 
mESCHEDD(SCH1 DB(p) II 	 as required 
Case 2 	: Ko,K(p')>ep, where *D*j13* 
Thus be definition of i and SCHED, 
(S2&S1)>)o*ED*uB*, 
C 	 (15) 
o *:o,K oi 
so either SCHLJDB(p) J_ , and by definition of SCHED, p = 
and by the reasoning as used in Case 1, 
n1aSCHEDD (SCHED  B(p) 	IIS2 as - required 
or m :o,K t :<o,K(SCHDB(p t ))> 11 (ss)> 	 (i6) 
and we have the following two cases: 
Case 2.1 7'1label(S22.S1), hence from (16) and 	, 	 (17) 
m201*:.(o,KØ> 	 (18) 
M o*EDoB the O'€D'LB'. By definition of & and (17)  we have three 
cases: 
Case 2.1.1 o6B'-D' and'1abe1 
	
(19) 
By (14) and the definition of SCHED, 
o*:o,KOz I :<o,JdHEDB(p ? ))>> eSdHE]D(p) 	 (20) 
as 
hence, from (19) and (20) 
o *:<o,K?SCIiEDD(SCH)(p) I1s1) 11 ±52  
by the definition of SCHED and 11 	 (21) 
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and from (18) and (21) by C, 
m€SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) ll 1 ) IiS2 as required 
Case 2.1.2 oB'-D' szid cx'1abe1 	This is similar to Case 2.1.1 
and is omitted. 
Case 2.1.3 o fB?flD? and ozt 1abel(S2)A label (S1). This gives us that 
either a) ''1abe1(S2)Aôi' label (S1), or b) t 1abe1(S1)Aô tc1abe1(S2), 
or c) t1abe1(S1)A1abe1(S2), In each of these'we have a proof 
similar to Case 2.1.1 and these are omitted. 
Case 2.2 oL'1abe1(S2 S) and from the definition of c we have 
three cases: 
Case 2.2.1 o ? :4o,K(S11 )>S1 and o'EBt -D t 	 (22) 
thus cO:<'o,K(S2S1t)>€SS1, and so 
':<o,K(LIN(S2kS1))> ELIN EAR 
R~ (s2&g1), 
By our definition of LINEAR we have that c ' :'(o,K(LIN— (s2 s1))> 
(23) 
is the only member of LINEAR _.(S2k51) labelled by 
Now 
S*:<oK(t:<o,K(scH(pI))>J 1l(s2s1))> 
= 	 (p?))g)LIIFAR (s2s1))> 
BUD 
by Theorem 7.6.3 
= oL*:<o,K(SCHEDBD(p?))I LIN.71 
(S2&S1))> 	 (24) 
by definition of and (23) 
hence from (16) and (24) 
mo:<o,K(SCJiEDBD(pt ))j LIN 
01' 
(s2S1))> 	 (25) 
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From (lii.), since o €B* 
(26) 
and. as 	':<o,K(S ')es then cV:o,K(LIN_(S ))>ELINEAR_1 (S ) 	(27) 1 	 o , 1 	 o 1 
From (26) and (27) 
d,.*:4o,K(SCHEDB(pt)RLIN(Sl))>ESCHEDB(p)l1 S1 	 (28) 
by Theorem 7.6.3 
As 
o*:<o,K(SCHEDD(SCHEDB(pt))JILIN_(S 1 )) J 1-1S2 )> 
6 
SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) us1) 	s2 	 (29) 
by (28), SCHD and 	. 
Hence from (29) 
*:<oK(SCjjED 
DvB  (pt) (LIN,(sl)s2fl>6scgEDD(scInDB(p)f1 
S
1 ) 11 82 	 (30) 
by induction hypothesis (6), tc and monotonicity. 
Thus from (25),  (30), Lemma Al and. C, as 
m€SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) s1 	S2, as required 
Case 2.2.2 	' :o,K(S2')>GS2, 
This case is similar to 2.2.1 and is omitted. 
Case 2.2.3 c t:<o,K(S1T)>eS1, 
(' :o,K(S2' )>eS2 and 
This case is again similar to that of 2.2.1, except that Lemma A2 
is used in place of Lemma Al. Hence Case 2, and also (5). Thus 
(2) by computational induction. 
To prove (3) we prove that 
Vp,Sl,S2.SCHEDDB(p) \(s2 s1) scuDD(scH1DB(p) s1) S2 	(31) 
for all io. (3)  follows, by computational induction technique. 
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asis io, then 
SCHEDDB(p) 0 (s2 s1) = £ SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) h1) I1 s2  
as required 
Induction step For this it is sufficient to show that 
Vp,SlS2.meSCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) Ii s1) 	2 	m€SCHEDD(B(P) lI(S2 S1) (32) 
for some i>o such that 
SCHEDDB(p) llj2(s s1  ) 	DSCHED (SCHEDB  (p) s1)1I S2 	 (33) 
for j<i. 
mGSCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) ItS) Its2 in one way, that is 
llS) and so 
XV.cI>ESCHEDD(SCHEDB(P) 
Now either SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p) II 	=-L . Thus SCHEDB(p) S,  = -l- 
and either p =-L or S1 = J. 	1n either case SCHEDDB(p) 11 (SS) = _L 
and by tC, meSCHEDDB(p) II1(s1'52) as required. 
or m:<u,veq 11 S2 where 	 (34) 
11 Sl) 	 (35.) 
(35) can arise in two ways: 
Case 1 	:u,Xv.r>SCHEDB(p) It s1 and B2* 	 (36) 
and. :u,Xv.q): .u,Av.SCUEDD(r)> 	 (37) 
By definition of , (36) can only arise if 
o:<u,)v.t>eSCEED3(p) and 	 (38) 
(38) can arise in twoways, via the definition Of SCH: 
Case 1.1 	 . 	 () 
and cu, \v.t>2:'(u, Xv. SCHTDB(pt)> 	 (11) 
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From (314), (37), (39), (141) and monotonicity 
m:<u,\V.SCHEDD(SCHEDB(pt) II s) ll 82> 	 (142) 
From (36), (140) and the definition of SCHED 
of: u, XV.SCHEDD 	)>ESCHEDD B' 	 (143) 
and as aBuD then 
:<U,XV.SCHEDDB(P I ) II. l(s2 sl)> EsEDDB(p) 11(s2 s1) 	 44) 
by the definition ofl.  
Thus from (1414) using the induction hypothesis and &C 
O :<U,)V.SCHEDD(SCHEDB(P!) il S)  IS2 eSCHEDDE(p) 111(S2 S1) and 
from (142), mSCHEDDB(p) 1Ii(S2&Sl) as required. 
Case 1.2 	*:o,K(pt)>p and *c.B* 	 (145) 
(146) 
By (39) and (146) 
c(:u,Av.r2o(*:<o,K:<o,K(SCHEDB(p))> us1'> 	 (147) 
and either 7161abel(S1) or not. 
Case 1.2.1 o'1abe1(S1), 	 (148) 
From (147) and the definition of 
(149) 
and from (314) and (37) 
(50) 
and from (145), 	: o,Kt : Ko,KSCHEDD 	))> > E SCHEDD B(p) 	(51) 
,VEBt D' and 1 Iabe1(S1), then "1abe1(S2&S1). 
Thus 
*:<o,K()>eSCIfl(p) !l1(s2 s1 	 (52) DuB
from (51) and 11 
ID 
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Hence from (50), (52) and C; 
In€SCHED(p) (1(s2gs1), as required. 
Case 1.2.2 	'€1abe1(S1) and therefore 
o,K(S1t )>€S1 	 (53) 
and by definition of LINEAR, 
ô':<o,K(LIN (S ))LINEAR_(s ) and 	 (54) t 1 	 1 
this is the only 7' .labelled synchronisation in LINEAR_(S1). 
From (47), (54) and Theorem 7.6.3, 
u,Av.r>:o,K(SCHED3(p') LIN 071 (S1))> 	 (55) 
and from (34), (35) and (55) 
m * :<O,K(SCHEDD(SCHEDB(P ? )1ILIN,(Sl))IIS)> 	 (56) 
by monotonicity. 
As c.*eB*_D*, 	: o,K(S2&S1' )(S2 4S1) 
	
(57) 
hence 71:4o,K(LIN wl (S  2 ks '))>€LINEAR 27, (S  2 9S ) 	 ( 58) 
by the definition of LINEAR_ 
From 5) and the definition of SCHED, 
C= ScIDDB(p) 
and from (57), 	(58), 11 and Theorem 7.6.3 
*:<oK(SCD(pl) I1±2(LIN1(s2s1')))> 
SCHDDB(p) (s2&s1) 
From (56) by induction hypothesis, inonotonicity and C 
m *:ro,K(SCHEDB(p t ) I1_2(LIN(s1)s2 ))> 
and from this, (59), Lemma Al and nC 
IUESCHE]JDB(p) 1t1(2l) as required. 
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Case 2 o*:<o,K(r)>eSCHEDB(p) 	and /*B* 
and 	~v.q>2.  
(60) can arise only from: 
d*:o,K(t)>aSCHEDB(p). and 
(*:<oK(r))*:oK(t II s1)> 
(62) can arise in two ways: 
Case 2.1*:<o,K(pt)>Ep, *B1* 
and then o *:<o,K(t)>o*:<o,K(SCHEDB(pt )) 
From (61), (63), (65), (34) 
m*:4o,K c :o,K(SCHEDD(SCHEDB(pt )lt S1))> 11 S2 '> 
either '€lbel(S2) or not 
Case 2.1.1 7tE1abel(S) 
and thenrn.:<o,K(1S)>, from (0) 
From (60), (61.) and as 	 and 'la1el(S2) 
0'1abe1 (s2 s1) 
From (60), (64) and the definition of SCH D, 
and 	c.*:<oK()>ES(jED DuB(p) JJ1(s2&s1) 








Hence from (68), (71) and C; m€SCHEDDVB(p) Hi (s2 s,) as required. 
Case 2.1.2 o'6labe1(S2), hence 	o,K(S2T)>ES2 	 (72) 
By definition of LINirAR, then 
I l 
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7':<o,K(LIN(S2 ))>ELINEAR_.(S2) and is 
the only synchronisation in LINEAR(S2) labelled by cO. 	(73) 
By Theorem 7.6.3, 
o*: <o,K' : .oK(SCHEDD(SCH )B(p?)11S1 )>3 II LINEAR(S2)> 	(74) 
and from (67), (73) and (74) 
In 	:.o,K(SCHEDD(SCHEDB(p f ) ) s1)  11LIN(S2)Y 	 (75) 
From (60), (61 ), 'Et B' and by definition of 
c' t OK(S t S)>E(S&S) and 	 (76) 
ot:<oK(LIN(sS))>eLINn(SgS) 	 (77) 
From (60), (61) 
	
o*:<o,Kot<o,K(SCHED DuB (pt))>>ESCHED DuB (p) 	 (78) 
Hence by (76), (Ti), (78), 	and Theorem 7.6.3 
o(.*:(o,K(SCHEDDB(p) j2(LIN(s2&s1))> Escii EDDB(p) 1 (s1 s2) 
(79) 
From (75) by monotonicity, induction hypothesis and aiC 
mo*:<o,K(SCHEDDB(p ? ) ) i (LIN_(S2)S1))> 	 (80) -2 	oil 
Hence from (79), (80),Lemma Al and PC 
mSCHEDD B(p) 11i(S2&S1), as required 
Case 2.2  ô&*/,J((pt )>p,€B* 	 (8i) 
and 	 (82) 
- 	From (63) and (82) 
c&*:<o,K(r)>. 	 (83) 
by monotonicity. 
We have either that o('Elabel 	or not 
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Case 2.2.1 o'1abe1(S1), which is similar to Case 1.2.1 and 
is omitted. 
Case 2.2.2 	1 1abe1(S1) and then 
o t :o9K(S 1  1)>ES1. 	 (84) 
By the definition of LINEAR and from (81 
':o,K(LIN (S1))>LINEAR.(s1) 	 (85) 
and this is the only synchronisation so labelled in LINEAR.(S1). 
From (83) and (85) using Theorem 7.6.3 and the definition of II 
m *:. O,KO I :O,K(SCHEDD(SCHEDB(P I ) LIN(S1)))>fl\s2 > 	(86) 
and either o'Eiabel(S2 ) or not. 
Case 2.2.2.1 o&'1abel(S2) and this case is similar to Case 2.1.1 
and is omitted. 
Case 2.2.2.2 oVlabe1(S2) and then 
and 	 (87) 
from the definition of LINEAR 
cx':o,K(LIN_ ' 2 	 2 (S ))€LINAI(s ) and this is the only 
synchronisation so labelled in LINEAR_ (s2) . 	 (88) 
From (86) and (88) using Theorem 7.6.3 and the definition of 
LIN 1(s1)) 11 LIN,(s2 ))'> 	 (89) 
and by the induction hypothesis, monotonicity and C; 
m *:<o,K(SCHEDDB(pt ) 111_2 (LIN,(s1) LIN,(S2)))> 	 (90) 
As o'EBt D', and from (81) and (87); 
o':0,K(S2'&S1')(S2 S1) and by the definition of LINEAR 
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t:4o,K(LIN(S2&S))>€LINEAR(S&S) . 	 (91) 
From (81) and SCHED; 
0e*: 4o,Kot' <O,K(SCHED D,B))>>c-SCHED 
DuB(p) 	 (92) 
From (92), (91), Theorem 7.6,2 and the definition of 11; 
..1,*:4o,K(SCHED(p?) 
11i-2 LIN  (S2&Sl ))>C-SCHED DuB(p) 11i(S24Sl) 	(93) 
Hence from (90), (93), Lemma A2 and C; 
meSCHEDDB(p) 1(.(S2 S1), as required 
This gives us (3), and as we also have (2), Part 1 follows. 
Part 2 we prove Vp:LuA*,S1:BI S2-  - DI where L contains no 
scheduling or marking labels, EL and DuBA; 
SCHED D(SCHEDB(p) . s1)tS2= SCHEDDB(P) 
First we note thatDc,B, and schedulers never terminate 	(1) 
SHEDD(SCHEDB(p) ftS )41S2 = 
SCHEDD(((SCRDB(p))Tl/'Sl) I J)vtye2 	S2  
by Lemma 6.2.1 and (1) 
SCHED D(((SCHEDB(pi/)\1 s1)\12)v1v2) '' s2  
by definition of 	and SCHED 
= (((scHEDD(((scHEDB(pYl/'J) II 	 s2) 
134)\(Y3\T 	by Lemma 6.2.1 and (i) 
= ((s EDD((scHEDB(p i  Ile }) s1)lJ123/ }) ( s2)I J3 )\ 
	
by definition of 	and law F5 
= ((SCHEDD(ScHEDB(p Tl/T) s1) II 	(j), t}) \J314) \ 
by definition of SCHED and 
13 
= ( (scHEDDB( p ?l/"i) 11 (s2 s1))1(J123  jT /') !311.) 
by Part 1 
= ((scHED(ptyt'3) H (s2 s1)) 
by Laws F3, p1  and F5 
= ((SCHEDDB(p'lJ'}) 
by the definition of J, \ and \ where 
K12 = 
2 0 , 1.< 0 ,Ki>i> 
= ((sciisDDB(p 'l/'j)l1 (s2 s1)fl(K12\' 2 ))\%'1  
by laws F3, Fli. and F5 
= 	 (2) 
by definition 
Now 
SCHED B(p) {'(S2ZSl ) = 
((scHEDB(p'Y1/3) i(s2&s1)) J12 )\ 1\ 2 
by the Lemma 6.2.1 SCHE 	and (i) 
= ((scHEDD B(py'} li (S2 S11:<o,KØ)\'1  
by definition of 	'2 and. laws F3, F4 and F5 
(2), as required 
Theorem 9.3.4 
(FILTER s p) 11 q = FILTER s (p 
J/ 
q) 
where p:LUA*, s:B', q:M, BcA, A*ct M= 	andLuM. 
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Proof 
(FILTER s p) jj q. = (SCHEDB(p) H s)  ( (1  
by definition of FILTER 
= 	SCHEDB(p) 11 dl $ 
by associativity and cominutivitr of II 
and 
FILTER s(p Jq) 	= 	SCHED B(plk)j  s 
by definition of FILTER 
We therefore prove that 
SCHEDB(p) II ci 	SCHEDB(p II ) 	 (1) 
under the sort' restrictions above. 
We prove (1) by computational induction on the definition of 
That is, we prove that 
Vi),o.SCHED(p)lq = SCHEDB(plI.cj) 	 (2) 
Basis 
SCHEDB(p) 1Jq. = 1. = SCHEDB(p l) 
as SCHED is strict from its definition 
Induction 	prove that 
SCHEDB(p) Iliq = SCHED(P 1 ), i>o 	 (3) 
given that 
SCHEDB(p) II.i = SCHEDB(p 	j<i 	 (Ii) 
under the sort restrictions above. 
SCHEDB(p ll) = 
:<u, Xv.SCHEDB(fV )11 )>( X : u,f>€p,1B* 
u*Ro,KX? 
U:V,kU.SCHEDB(p 
U U SCHED(fv 11 1_1gu) X uf>6p,X: v >q,,€(MuN*). (LuA*) 
by the definition of SCHED,11  and composition lemmas and 
theorems. 
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= 	X:<u,Xv.SCHEDB(fv) 
u)*:<o,KA:<o,K(SCHEDB(p? ) . 1q)4 
uv,Au.SCBEDB(p) \\_1gu)>X:(v,gq,AMuN*_(DiA*) 
U 	SCHEDB(fv) 11 . 1gu )A:<u,f> p,):<v,g>cj,X,7(MQN*).(LA*) 
by induction hypothesis (4) 
= 	SCHEDB(p)l}jq. 
by the definition of SCHED,11 and composition 
lemmas and theorems 
Lemma 9.5.2 
SCHEDB(p)M0NIT0RA* = DASH(p)4fMONITOR(AB) 
where p:LoA*, BcA, lee L and L contains no marking or scheduling labels. 
Proof Notice that: 
SCHEDB(p) MONITORA* = ((sdHEDB(p 2'l/) M0NIT0RA*)jJ12)'\'Y1\"  
by Lemma 6.2.1, the definitions of 
SCI3ED and/?}  and that MONITOR A* 
does not terminate, 
me 
DASH(p)4'  MONITOR (A_B)t = ((DASH(p''})t  MONITOR (AB),)IJl2)\'t'l\'2.. 
again by Lemma 6.2.1, the 
definitions of DASH ndL/jand 
using that MONITOR(A_B)t  does not 
terminate. 
It is therefore sufficient to prove that 
SCHEDB(p'l/d) 11 MONITORA* = DSH(p 1/) 11 MONITOR (A- 	(1) 
/ 	 — 171 — 
We thus prove that 
SCHEDB(q)JI MONITORA* = DASH(q) IMONITOR(AB), 	 (2) 
where q:M and 	M. 
We prove (2) by showing that 
SCHED(q.) 11 MONITOR. E DASH (q) \ MONITOR (A B) 
and 
SCHEDB(.)[( MONIT0RA) DASH(q) MONITOR(AB), 
We do not prove the equality (2) directly by computation inducation 
as the two II combinators iterate at different rates with respect to 
SCHEDB/MONITORA* and DASH(p)/MONITOR (A B) • 
To prove (3) use computation induction. We show that 
Vio.SCHED(q) I jMoNITORA DASH (q) \ MONITOR (A B) 	 (5) 
Basis SCHED(q) Io MONITOR 	= 	DASH(q) MONITOR (A B)' 
as required. 
Induction st2 Assume that for all j4i 
SCHED(qJ II jMONITORA* 	DASH(q) J MONITOA_B), 	 (6) 
then 
SCHED(q) li+lM0N1T0RA.* = 
:<u,kv.SCHEDB(fv) iMONITORA.j 
U Li j SCHEDB(fv) (IIMONITORA* k: 	>12  
U':<oK(ScHED(q') 
by the definition of SCHEDB,MONITORA*, 11 and 
composition theorems 
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d :<u, Xv.DASH(fv) MONITOR B) ~fr : uf>Eq,o1A* 
U I DASH (f v) ~j MONITOR (A-B)d ol, : /-U, f >,-q,01 e (A-B) 
by induction hypothesis (6) and monotonicity 
= 	DASH(p) J) MONITOR(A B) 
by definition of DASH, ( 
, MONITOR (AB), and 
composition theorems. 
Hence (5) and then (3) by computation induction. 
To prove (14) we show that 
Vio.DASH(q).. if 1MONITOR 	B)' SCHED(q) If MONITORA* 	 (7) 
Basis DASH( q) II o 	(A-B)' 
MONITOR 	£ 	SCHED(q.) /j MONITORA* 
as required. 
Induction 	Assume that for all ji 
DASH(q) fI jMONITOR (A B)' 	SCUEDB(q) !IMONITORA* 	 (8) 
then 
DASH(q) II. MONITOR 	= 
(A-B)' 
:<u,Av.DASH(fv) 
UUDASH(fv) fJ±MONITOR(AB),1: u,f>€q,6(A_B)* 
Uo':<o,K(DASll() if 
1 
.MONITOR (A-B) 'I *o,K(qt)>Eq, 
by definition of DASH, MONITOR (AB)?, 11 and 
composition theorems. 
o :u,Xv.SCHEDB(fv)  11 MONITORA.> :u,f>eqoLA* ) 
uUSCHEDB(fv) MONITORA. )o:<u,f>6q,ote(A_B)*l? 
o(' :4o,K(SCHED(')l 
by induction hypothesis (8) and monotonicity 
= 	SCHEDB(p) II MONITORA* 
by the definition of. SCHEDB,  MONITOR  A* , 11 and composition 
theorems. 
Hence (7) and then (4), thus (2) and so the lemma holds. 
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